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6,2 2OONOMICS

The e onomics of aquaoulture is primarily an applied dis-

oiplino, involving the application of various qubdisciplinoD

in economics and commeroo to the field of aquaculture. It is

tlio a fairly rec*nt discipline, and so far very few scienti-

fiQ analyses have been undertaken.

Eoonomics can be used to analyze both single projects and leo-

development. Tn additfqn, nost-benefit analysis of rese-

eacts relating to aquaoulture may be undertaken.

As theoretical cooinomics goes, one oan envisage

r*search in the following areast

- opti 4l feeding and harvosting in aquaoulture

- optimal rotation

Polyoulture

- The issue of property and use rights.

iTn thA RMnat ywAAa s niuibekr of th.,retical antlyS*9 of optimal

feeding, harvesting 4nd rotation have been undertaken. In

most instances, it appears optimal to harvest all fish at the

5ayf time. Thin is in contrast to the practice of continual

harvesting over some period of time. Problems relating to

continual harvesting and feeding have not yet found their Bo-

lutlon in the literatura, The sars rol.teo to polyoulture,

This is, however, a matter of joiht production (0f9. mu -

species fisheres), but the analyu' reeds to be extondd to

the context Of aquaculture.
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The issue of property or use rights varies widely from culture

s"*ste to culture system. While private property rights exist

for some systems, others resemble thi open aooess situation of

capture fisheries. This is particularly true for certain

kinds of extensive aquaoulture, eog. ocean-ranching.

In the same way am for capture fisheries, the implications of

property and use rights systems for aquaoulture need to be

researched. The problems relate to the allocation of rights,

the tenure and the content of the rights. Moreover, issues

related to private or oommunal rights need to be analyzed.

In the field of aplied economics, research should be promoted

in the following areas:

a. The development of aquaculture.

Essentially, this would be an economic analysis of the deve-

QT aThacultu.4e (evzno.i imLtny). Tue primary purpose

would be to analyze which factors are of critical importance

to the successful development of aquaculture.

This development is likely to be siMilar to what has been ox-

perienced in agriculture. It is important to analyze factors

which are critical for the successful development of aquscul-

t.ULW. xt&AC3W AiiVi0AtiAWV W1 IvWMAIV WyMtMM and Lfhe

availability of inputs, in particular credit, as aquaculture

represents a delayed-output production process. Furthermore,

in prk-apitalist sooeting markets for both inputs and out-

put. may need to be developed, which will necessitate institu-

tional change9

-2
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In this context, the objectives of aquaoulture development

must also be conaidor;do Come developiho countries are foous-

sing on aquaoulture as a means for increasing export earningst

some for increasing domestic food supplies, and others for

increasing employment opportunities. These policies are not

Always carefully thought out, and pursuit of one policy may be

damaging to other national objectives. Furthermore, the true

no.Il coats of a policy may be overlooked, Economio analyses

of alternative food polioies may be important.

b. Production economics.

Aqueoulture is traditionally defined to be extenuive semi-

intensive or intensive, usually on the basis of the usage of

certain inputs such as feed and fertilizer. From an economic

viewpoint, this may not be a very meaningful Oefinition,

Economio criteria for the classification of aquaoulture, e.g.

investment costs per unit of production capacity or the

labour/capital ratio,. should be eetablished and econozic anal-

yeas undertaken on this basis. Inpartioular, one would like to

analyze the following factorsi

- production efficiency (cost of production), including

economies or SORL*

- productivity

- substitution between factors of production

- externalities.

In addition to comparisons according to the level of intensi-

ty, one should undertake comparative analyses for the culture

of different species and for different countries.

Ws 3
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As in oapture fisheries, externalities are very important

in aguaculture, although the nature 6f probl s is different.

Aquaculture produces externalities that affect both aquacultu-

re entities and other activities. similary, aquaculture is

affected by externalities from outside sources.

Questions related to externalities are dealt with in the

general economics literature. Only few applications have

to date been made to aquaculture,

in general eoonoifiu ao4lymes in the field of aquaoulture would

consist of the following elements:

- Market analysis

- Market structure

- Institutions

- rroduction *;onomics

- Inveotment analysis

- Financial analysis.

An economic analyses of aquaoulture development will always

*tart with i !Narket analysis, as an actual or perceiVed demand

is a precondition for successful development. While market

supplies from capture fisheries are limited by nature, this is

cowionly not the case for aquaculture, whore market demand may

be the limiting factor for development.

In other words, where supply is limited by nature and demand

ip continuIng to increase, this will result in an increasing

real price of the product and create a potential for aquacul-

ture. Whether aquaculture will affect market price is likely

to vary from product to product.

-4
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Market structure and institutions influence how products are

marketed. Moreover, the relationships between different

agents determine both the efficiency of the distributions

channels and profit margins for different kinds Of sonomic

agents.

For given constraints imposed by the. market and institutions,

production economics, investment and financial analyses deal

with tha econom vt o iagIro units. in other

words, these are economic planning tools to determine the pro-

frtability of aquaculture'operations.

TOTAL P.08



A FOOD AND ORGANISATION ORGANIZACION
AGRICULTURE DES NATIONS DE LAS NACIONES '-'-

F ORGANIZATION UNIES POUR UNIDAS PARA
OF THE L'ALIMENTATION LA AGRICULTURA

A1. E UNITED NATIONS ET L'AGRICULTURE Y LA ALIMENTACION .

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy - Cables: FOODAGRI ROME - Telex: 610181 FAO I - Facsimile: 5782610/57973152 - Tel.: 57971

Our Ref.: Your Ref.:

16 FEB 1990
Dear Jean Paul,

I apologize for the delay in sending comments on the draft
report of the SIFR Working Party on Research Needs for Aquaculture
Development and hope that what follows will help in preparing the best
possible report, which is in our mutual interest.

I would confine my comments to general ones as I am also
attaching my copy of the draft with marginal detailed comments, which you
may find useful when preparing the final document. My colleague,
Mr. D J. Lens, has also seen the paper and contributed with very valuable
points. I showed him the draft on purpose as, having participated in the
meeting and the discussions, certain parts of the report could be clear to
me but could also not be easy to understand for readers who did not attend.

I have to start by giving you credit for the courage
demonstrated in accepting such a formidable task as the SIFR. Having said
that, I do not fully understand what you intend to do with the document. You
may wish to use it as a contribution to the final report, including the
entire text, or use it to prepare a different document to cover aquaculture
needs, attaching the present draft as an annex. Obviously, the final destiny
of this draft jas a bearing on my comments related to the structure of the
paper and you may find that some of them may be irrelevant.

In general, I found the paper interesting. It requires
further elaboration as it contains an amount of interesting concepts, but
has considerable problems of structure and contents which can, I think, be
overcome, although this would require additional work. For ease of
reference, I will number my comments:

Dr. Jean Paul Troadec
Team Leader
Study of International Fisheries

Research
AGRPS - Room N. 5021
World Bank
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i) The paper is very long, difficult to read (very dense) and
sometimes too cryptic or academic. As it is now, it would need a
clear executive summary, highlighting the operational implications
of the proposal, as it is unlikely that administrators in bilateral
and multilateral agencies will find the time to read it entirely.
If the expected audience for this paper are mainly administrators
(perhaps with no background in fisheries), the reading has to be
facilitated and jargon (biological, developmental, economic) should
be minimized.

ii) A clearer paper would require a different outline if it has to
stand by itself and we could suggest a different one, which is
attached as Appendix 1. In particular, the conclusions,
justifications and actions proposed should be more clearly
presented, with an idea of the time frame, steps to be taken and at
least a rough cost estimate. As very likely, the latter was not
fully assessed at the Paris meeting (not certainly in the first
session), this is something you may wish to add only for the main
report of the study.

iii) Chapter 7 is a rather good analysis of a situation which is,
however, not known to the reader, who is not fully conversant with
the status of aquaculture development. It is not explained how
these conclusions were obtained. It would need a previous
presentation, even if short, of the status and evolution of
aquaculture. The heading of this chapter is also rather misleading
(Review of the Current Situation). It does neither provide an
assessment of the adequacy of present research programmes vis-a-vis
the production sector, nor does it specify what are the operators
or the private sector contributing on aquaculture research.

iv) Chapter 8 "Conditions for Effectiveness and Efficiency" should set
the scene for a section on specific proposals and related
operational arrangements, but, up to this point, the paper does not
provide a good justification (I'm playing the devil's advocate) to
change substantially the present situation. Questions of the type
"is research the limiting factor for stimulating aquaculture
development?" or "could an increased effort in aquaculture research
produce a significant progress of aquaculture production?", which
administrators of donor and financing agencies may ask, do not find
ready answers in the document. It is sort of taken for granted
that a substantial improvement in research would be a crucial
element to foster development. I would agree that it is an
important element, but I also gather that for agencies involved in
development you may require a stronger argumentation, especially
when taking into account that growth rates of the aquaculture
subsector are far better than those of capture fisheries.

v) The identification of major problem areas or of new approaches (the
innovation factor), which could be solved or should be investigated
by the research community, is not clearly separated in the report.
This identification should be an essential element for the
definition of a strategy. I guess that the specialists convened for
the second session of the working party should have given clearer
indications in this respect, once the identification of the main
systems had been completed by the first group.
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vi) Clarifications on definition and on the tables included are
necessary. Examples could be the types of research, farming systems
and production systems. I found Tables 7-8 on economic
processes/functions difficult to understand in relation to what the
various headings meant, and you can be assured that I was not the
only one. Similarly, the ranking given for the tables is not so
crystalline. Nonparticipants may have a lot of difficulties in
understanding the codes and meaning of the matrixes. A couple of
examples per table would give them a clearer key to the
understanding of these tables which were essential to separate
major systems.

vii) I found the section on economics, and to some extent that on social
sciences too, not very specific for aquaculture. To some extent, it
is like reading a book on agricultural economics. Perhaps this part
could be improved with the inclusion of some examples which could
also be related to the tables. Since the material provided by Diaw
and Aguero was not really discussed, as it was delivered at a late
stage, it was not really possible to see to what extent it was
understandable to nonspecialist. I find that it is nearly
impossible to merge their tables with that of the biotechnical
group to try giving a relative weight to the discipline, or other
subcategories, in the context the systems analyzed and their
evolution in time. Perhaps Aguero and Diaw could offer an
alternative solution because, as it is now, the two groups of
matrixes are totally disconnected.

These were the main comments I had on structure of the
paper and presentation. Regarding the contents of the paper, these are my
main comments:

a) The sequence of reasoning shows a clear disconnection between the
two sessions. While in the first five chapters the main emphasis is
put in the identification of a production system typology in
relation to disciplines, a concept which would allow dealing with
research needs for the various systems irregardless of the
geographical location or the species to be dealt with, the second
part reintroduces the concept of regions and the disciplines are
dealt with in almost total isolation, at least with little or no
relation to the systems identified in the first session, which
seems to be a step backwards. It gives the impression that the
second session went beyond the terms of reference indicated for it
in the introduction (see pg 2), although one has to recognize too
that the agenda for this section session was not sufficiently
clear.
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b) I feel that the report does not properly reflect the efforts and
conclusions of the first session. Perhaps they were discussed by
the second group and rejected or perhaps the second group failed to
recognize the implications of the conclusions of the first group.
This I do not know but, in reading the report, I got the impression
that the work of the first group was of little use for the second.
If I remember correctly, the main purpose of our trying to identify
the main systems was for eliminating three major bottlenecks which
plagued the efforts of groups trying to introduce aquaculture into
the CGIAR system, which are the dependence upon species, regions
and biological disciplines. With the identification of sufficiently
distinct systems, it would be possible to study them in an integral
way, irregardless of species, area or particular discipline, and
establish a global framework for cooperation in research.

c) Towards the end of the first session, when we discussed the
institutional arrangements on the last day, I recall that in
elaborating on the item international level, I proposed an
institutional arrangement based on the main systems identified
(ocean ranching, extensive, semintensive - two of them eventually -
and intensive), in which a specific network for each of them would
be created with a recognized centre of excellence as its head and
various national centres attached to it. A central secretariat,
monitoring the work of the various networks and channelling
resources according to perceived needs and progress, would be the
head of the system. This has not at all been reflected in the
report, although it was not rejected as a working mechanism by the
participants of the first session.

d) Instead of elaborating on this line of thinking, the second group
came up with a different solution, which brings in again the
problems of the past and which had no thinking head. You can see
that very clearly on pg. 63. para 5, in which it is said "great
difficulty was experienced in identifying who would decide on
programming ..... ". I do not believe in the capacity of scientist
networks to come up with adequate and balanced programmes, really
serving the needs of the production sector. In the first place,
general networks tend to be dominated by scientists of a few
disciplines as it has been proven in the past. Second, it presumes
that organized and specialized associations of scientist exist for
all disciplines and in all geographical regions, which is not the
case. So, very likely, the use of collaborative networks of
specialists would not take us very far from the present situation,
in which every group tends to benefit its own interests (something
also implicit in the initial remarks of Dr. Huisman ... ), and thus
disparities would be enhanced. Since we are after research
programmes to favour development, you would need a group headed by
generalists rather than specialist, which could come up with a
balanced approach and should be advised, when necessary, by groups
of specialists.
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e) I feel that the research which is being carried out by the private
sector is not properly considered in the paper. Think about aspects
like diet formulation, vaccines or medicines and to some extent
selection of specific strains of organisms, in which the private
sector has played a very important role (I could think of specific
examples such as microcapsulated feeds for larval rearing,
bacterins for prevention of diseases, or the production of red
tilapia fingerlings). The paper seems to concentrate on public-
sector research or externally-assisted research, which is generally
channelled to public sector institutions.

f) An idea of what the various disciplines have so far contributed for
the development of aquaculture is missing in the paper and it would
have been helpful to give a better idea of its evolution. The
various specialists of the second session should have contributed
some information in this respect. In this particular case, an
analysis on a regional basis would have been adequate because of
the existing disparities between regions.

g) The headings under 6.1.3, 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6 are discussed in total
isolation from systems' analysis. Scientific areas are also treated
in almost total isolation from other disciplines (and this is
something which could be expected from specialists), clashing
totally with the spirit of the first session which tried to
identify typologies defined by the mix of the various disciplines.
I feel that only the item on ecology (not surprisingly) links
properly with the first session. Moreover, the distinction for the
research to be given priority on the medium run (10 years) and on
the long-term (up to 25 years) is not at all evident in the various
disciplines.

h) As a last point, I do not see the need to include a separate item
under biotechnologies. Most of the points included under this
heading could have been inserted in their respective disciplines
(genetics, nutrition, etc.), making things much simpler and
clearer.

And that is all for the main comments. Do not be
discouraged by my comments as they do not at all intend to be negative. I
feel that a paper which could be an important element in the future of
aquaculture research deserves all the efforts we could make for it to result
as good as possible. I hope I will be able to see you in Rome next March,
when the paper is discussed with the Fisheries Department.

With my best regards, I remain.

Yours sincerely,

Mario Pedini
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Subject:

Dear Jean-Paul,

... Here are some more comments on the aquaculture report
from CoLin Nash. I think that they make good sense and may
be useful to you in your final write up.

With regards.

Yours sincerely,

Davi James
Senior Fishery Industry Officer

Fish Utilization and Marketing Service
Fishery Industries Division

Dr Jean-Paul Troadec
SIFR Secretariat
c/o AGRPS N 5021
World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433
USA
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RESEARCH IN AQUACULTURE, MEANING AND AIMS

by

S. Cataudellal/ and C.E. Nash 2/

INTRODUCTION

Discussing such a general but complex topic as research in

aquaculture, it is difficult to say things which have not already been

said, and not to speak in generalities which are far from practical

reality.

We will try to focus on some aspects of research to be

developed in the workshop and to identify issues and the difficulties in

resolving them. The general strategies for finding solutions are the

object of this workshop.

1. Meaning of Research in Aquaculture

1.1. Aquaculture as -pplied science?

To find the meaning of research in aquaculture, it is necessary

first to determine if aquaculture can be considered as an autonomous

science. Not because this autonomy is compulsory when a multidisciplinary

approach is used, but to determine if "aquaculturology" has developed its

own autonomous methodologies.

The practice of rearing fish, or at least managing fish stocks

in limited environments, is very old, and evidence of this being

discovered in many regions of the world all the time. It is possible that

where favourable ecological and cultural circumstances occurred advanced

management techniques developed.

It is possible to rebuild an evolutionary history of the

productive activities in aquaculture, with its collection of trials and

errors typical of an empirical approach.

However, aquaculture as a science ("when the trial and error

process is organized or systematized", Shell, 1983) has a very recent

history. Without citing milestones of research in aquaculture, we can

assume that the first contributions using scientific methods came from

biological research. Only those who knew aquatic organisms could

interpret the principles. The anthropological sciences developed later.

In the last 40 years, a series of sectoral competences from

fields of activities such as biology, engineering and economics, have laid

the first foundations of that incomplete mosaic which 
is aquaculture as a

discipline.

1/ Department of Human Biology, University of 
Rome, Rome, Italy

2/ Programme Leader, Aquaculture Development 
and Coordination Programme,

FAO, Rome Italy.
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Little has been done as yet to make it an autonomous

discipline, as has happened for agriculture and, in some countries, for
fisheries.

This lack of autonomy has reflected on research, as it has led
to reduced comunications and different levels of concern among
researchers in the various fields.

Among aquacultute researchers, one can find biologists, fishery
scientists, agronomists, engineers, socioeconomists, each dealing with the
problems from his own point of view, but all having different ideas of
what aquaculture really is, and of the meaning of research for its
development.

1.2. Researchers in Aquaculture

Solutions to research problems are clearly linked to the
development of study programmes at university level.

The present development of the aquaculture sector does not
justify the creation of specific university faculties, with some
exceptions.

The "World of Learning, 1986" gies an overview of scientific
associations, research institutes and universities in the various
countries. It it interesting to note how little the word "aquaculture"
occurs, and how few research institutions, faculties, or lectures within
agriculture centres deal with aquaculture.

It is useful to review programmes of Japenese university

it courses (Table 1) on fisheries with important components of aquaculture.
This example refers to a particular national situation and it is not
proposed as a model to imitate worldwide, but it is useful to understand
the correlation of effort in school-research and results in terms of
production obtaining in a short time. Japan, for example is now
recognized as one of the leading nations in aquaculture production.

The efficiency of education programmes conditions the quality
of research results. The acceleration of productive activities which
research should catalyse depends on the adequacy of the preparation of
people who work in research. Such people can only be trained through long
and specialized study courses, and not in three-month training courses in
some centre specializing in aquaculture.

1.3. The Three Levels of Investigation and Purpose

d The purposes of research in aquaculture are generally to answer
the many questions asked by fish farmers, namely: When to stock ? How to
stock ? When to treat for disease ? When to harvest ? How to market ? and
so on.

Research which produces "reliable and repeatable" information
(Nash, 1986), useful to answer these practical questions, contributes to
the progress of aquaculture.
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The process of acquiring information is complex and is composed

of results from research; but based on different motivations which may 
be

linked to subsequent applications or not. It is necessary to recognize

three levels of investigation and purpose (Ibid, 1986), namely:

A. fundamental or basic research

B. applied research, sometimes called research and development

C. empirical research.

The following considerations are important in planning

research:

(i) the three levels do not constitute a hierarchy 
which creates

competition in the development of research;

(ii) the functional relationship between each level depends on the flow

of information between them;

(iii) researchers engaged at each level are all equal and not themselves

in any hierarchy;

(iv) information and results obtained at each level must be considered

equally for dissemination;

(v) the three levels must be recognized for all fields connected with

aquaculture. For example, in addition to the biotechnical

components, research is required in engineering and socioeconomical

aspects to optimize specific methodologies for aquaculture, and to

avoid generic proposals and evaluations. Equal weight must be given

to all the sciences which contribute to research in aquaculture.

1.3.1. Fundamental or basic research

Fundamental research increases knowledge of the mechanisms

underlying phenomena, and contributes to periodic preparation of general

syntheses.

The value of fundamental research is that results may have broad

ramifications and are very widely applicable.

The contributions of basic research results to aquaculture are many

and important, even if much still remains to be done in genetics,

pathology, breeding of marine species, etc.

Basic research, because of the vastness of the field open to it even

in aquaculture, clearly requires priorities to be named before 
being

undertaken.

1.3.2. Applied research-

Applied research aims at obtaining applicable results. It requires

experimental statio-ns and pilot fish farms, generally with 
modular

structures, which allow replicate trials in space and time to produce

results which can be transferred with reliability. The tools of applied

research are partly those of basic research and partly those of the world

of the real production.
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The right balance between these two components marks the success of
ed applied research. The collection of data, as in basic research, and the

pragmatism of the world of production to select priorities for
intervention, are meaningful and successful if well balanced.

Research is always linked to the experimental equipment and
facilities available. By using only the resources available, activities
are applied immediately to local conditions.

A precise knowledge of the context of the project (the ecological
and socioeconomical milieu in which an aquaculture activity is to be
developed) is the basis for identifying applied research programmes.

It is important that applied research results are verified again by
empirical research at production scale, as they may be different from
those already obtained from simulated experiments.

1.3.3. Empirical research

At an empirical level many research activities in aquaculture are
possible, and the evolutionary process of trial and error, not formalized
but acquired by the experiences of fish farmers, is represented.

The limitations of these experiences and their origins make it
difficult to express the results in scientific terms.

Because of the non-dimensional approach to the "experience", it is
impossible to know whether results represent real knowledge of ecological,
biological and technological phenomena, or simply the skill of the

n operator.

This does not mean that empirical research does not play a primary
role. Its value depends on the organization of research, and the inter-
relationships between researchers and producers. Where there is a good
communication, a positive synergy is apparent.

The fish farmer, once confident, readily gives information, and is
ready to undertake trials or experiment with new techniques in his farm.
This collaboration is most efficient if the researchers are constantly
present to monitor the work.

Empirical research on government fish stations is hampered if there
is a necessity to produce. The staff, with multiple functions
(administration, research, rearing, marketing, etc.) cannot do
everything. Collection of research data is usually first to be penalized.

n The same is true in multi-function projects with aims of research,
training and production, etc.

2. AQUACULTURE RESEARCH, WHAT IT CAN DO

2.1. Background

The consideration. which we have outlined for the three levels of
research are of a general character. It is the purpose of our meeting to
search together to find the most accurate criteria to classify correctly
the work which must be done.
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In this part, we shall try to analyze what research in aquaculture

should do to perform its function of accelerating the process of

development.

Particular emphasis must be given to problems of research 
in those

countries which do not have a tradition of aquaculture, or which do not

have at present their own research infrastructure. In most countries,

particularly those with great food problems, aquaculture is listed among

key interests which can contribute to development and food security.

Aquaculture in Africa appears to be very complex, 
and in most

countries requires intervention and refocussing. Hence the need to define

research priorities realistically in the light of present knowledge.

In a major "Thematic Evaluation of Aquaculture" funded by UNDP/FAO/

Government of Norway, which analysed the technical assistance provided to

aquaculture by UNDP/FAO projects, particular attention was given to the

research sector. A summary of some issues identified by the study are

useful to our discussion. For example:

(i) the research output of aquaculture in developing countries is of

poor quality;

(ii) a shortage of resources and facilities partly explains the quality

of results achieved, and the lack of continuity of research thrusts;

(iii) a special difficulty of technical assistance to research is making

"adaptive technology" suitable for the local needs;

(iv) aquaculture in developing countries will continue to benefit from

basic research carried out in the industrialized countries;

(v) the priorities for technical assistance to aquaculture research must

be to

- improve culture systems for species already cultured 
in the

country/area,

- identify technically, economically and socially desirable

species and culture systems combinations,

- identify new, locally occurring species for aquaculture.

Thirty projects involved in varying degrees in research were

examined, and the fields of intervention were-indicated.

Topic Number of projects
involved

Basic research 1

Applied research in the field 26

Benchmark surveys 17

LaboratQry research 9
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The results have been very diverse and have been used more readily
where there are traditions in aquaculture, as in Asia, rather than in
Africa or in Latin America.

This information is useful to enter a "second phase" of research in
aquaculture, one based closely on local realities. This still requires a
multidisciplinary approach, broadening out from the technical fields to
other important areas relevant to aquaculture. Multiple function projects
produce more usable research results and must be encouraged.

2.2. Which Strategy for Research Programmes ? How to Integrate the
Different Levels

From the above, several points are evident, namely:

- the role of research as an accelerator of development;

- the recognition of levels of research;

- the irreplaceable role of applied research for its autonomous
character and as the link between basic research and production;

- the need for the multidisciplinary approach for aquaculture
research;

- the need to create simple systems for formalization of results for
dissemination.

Choices must now be made in order to create a strategy for
research. Both Governments and researchers are responsible for ensuring
that:

- at least applied and empirical research are done, so that repeatable
results are obtained;

- research programmes have both medium and long term aims;

- conflicts between applied research and production are resolved -
optimistic extrapolation of research results, on topics which are
known to be difficult to solve, must be evaluated with care;

- stability is maintained among research staff, particularly among
Government employees, and also administrators who deal with
aquaculture;

- failures are evaluated to avoid repeating the same mistakes.

2.2.1. Fundamental research

Fundamental research is not a high priority for aquaculture in
developing countries because of the lack of research facilities and
equipment, and high cost of research operations. It is not easy, however,
or strategically advisable to condition the academic world in developing
countries to work only on applied research. Indeed, the teaching and
cultural roles of fundamental research in any University must not be
neglected.
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In the Ad hoc Consultation on Aquaculture Research (FAO, 1980), it

was recommend-e7 Thit "particular emphasis can be given to research on

tilapias, carps, mullets and milkfish". Governments can adopt

recommendations of this type by supporting basic research 
on species and

areas that concern their programmes of aquaculture development.

It is important to remember that many types of research do not

require modern and costly equipment. Research topics such as:

- geographic distribution of species of interest to aquaculture;

- species ecology;

- reproductive biology;

- social and economic interaction between aquaculture and other prime

sector activities (agriculture/animal husbandry/fishery);

- socio-cultural aspects of the farmer/fishermen population;

- culture and consumption trends for fish products;

- credit models for the sector, etc.

are all necessary to widen national knowledge, without having. direct

applied aims, and have so far been neglected.

The accumulation of descriptive fundamental knowledge is vital for

the identification of good projects. Indeed, the lack of good data for

project design has been a prime reason for the failure of many 
aquaculture

projects in developing countries and developed countries alike.

International collaboration must play an important role in the

development of aquaculture, and the donors and development agencies will

create the necessary opportunties for contact among researchers.

Many scientists in developing countries, who can contribute to

aquaculture development, lack information and up-to-date literature. This

is another priority area for donors to assist.

2.2.2. Applied research

Research in aquaculture requires an increasing effort. The

priorities must be identified at a local level, recognizing regional and

environmental variability.

To define such priorities in Africa is the aim of this workshop;

there are no ready-made formulas.

Applied research in aquaculture is conditioned by,-the structure in

which it is framed. The experimental plan must be simple and easy to

manage. Much depends on the collection of accurate information, and the

simpler the experiment the easier the monitoring. 
Programmes of environ-

mental control and sampling, which are complex, must be avoided.
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It is better to reduce the number of research activities and to

concentrate on a few priorities. Results will be fewer but of better

quality, and transfer to production in the end will be quicker.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In the identification of priorities for research in aquaculture, we

must consider:

(i) if there are existing aquaculture activities in the country;

(ii) if there are traditional activities which can be considered as

simple forms of aquaculture, and

(iii) if there are no aquaculture activities at all.

In the first instance, we must extract from the existing activities

the problems to be solved. In this case, a systematic procedure for
making decisions on research needs, similar to that described in Fig. 1,
is useful.

In the seond case, we must evaluate eventual impacts and conflicts
created by new activities on the traditional ones (for example, on the use
of land water bodies) before deciding which experimental systems or
modules to be used.

In the third case, we must identify the whole strategy, taking into
account the experiences of other countries with similar ecological and
socioeconomic conditions.

The integration of the three different levels of research should be
carried out by applied research. Where production activities are present,
the use of these existing structures for experimental purposes will reduce
investment costs and permit complete integration of the different levels.

Finally, I must repeat that while much of what we have said has a
general value, identification of the real priorities depends on careful
analysis of the local priorities and needs.
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Possible Research Problems

I. What species
ii. How many to stock Step
iii. When to stock
iv. What size to stock

Possible Research Problems

a. Use fish of only one sex
b. Use a predator Step
c. Harvest fish before they are

large enough to spawn
d. Use reproduction control pills F
e. Stock at such high roles

that fish won't reproduce

Possible Research Problems

I. Excessive reproduction
2. Too many wild fish Step
3. Don't feed often enough
4. Inadequate feed quality
5. Poor water quality

Possible Research Problems

. A. Fish don't grow well
B. Low price for fish Step
C. Production costs too high
D. Inadequate markets
E. Can't harvest all fish
F. Stocking too few fish

Possible Research Problem Step

Farmer can't make any money 1

Fig.1

from .Shell (1983)
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Table

TOKYO UNIVERSITY OF FISHERIES

Fishing Science and technology

Fishing methodology
Fishing gear technology
Population dynamics
Fishing technology and engineering
Fishing instrumentation
Navi gation
Seamanship
Fishing boat instrumentation

Food science and technology

Biochemistry
Food chemistry
Physical chemistry of foodstuff
Food microbiology
Food preservation and processing
Food hygienic chemistry

Food technology and engineering

Thermal process engineering
Food refrigeration engineering
Food packaging
Marine industrial chemistry
Food conversion engineering

Aquatic bioscience and mariculture

Phycology
Invertebrate zoology
Fishery biology
Animal ecology
Algal cultivation

Aquaculture

Ichthyology
Fish physiology
Fish pathology
Fish nutrition
Fish culture
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Marine environmental science and technology

Environmental physics
Fisheries oceanography
Environmental protection engineering
Environmental hydraulic engineering

KYOTO UNIVERSITY

(in Faculty of agriculture)

General education

Fisheries business management Fisheries chemistry

Fisheries economics Aquatic biology

Fisheries resources management Applied physics in fishing
Fishery resources

KYUSHU UNIVERSITY

HOKKAIDO UNIVERSITY (in Faculty of agriculture.)
air

Faculty of Fisheries cur
Fisheries chemistry 

eu

Marine biology ns

Marine zoology Fisheries technology

Propagation of marine resources Fisheries environmental

Marine ecology science

Oceanography Fish nutriology
Animal histology SP
Fishing navigation ea

Mechnical engineering for fishing TOHOKU UNIVERSITY ar

Nautical dynamics ec

Fishing boat engineering (in Faculty of agriculture

Mycology Fishery chemistry pr
Biology of fish population Fishery biology

Fishing grounds Aquaculture biology n

Marine biochemical science ct

Marine botany t
Training ship de

Planktology nt

Fishing gear engineering cc
Biochemistry
Enzymology
Food microbiology
Fisheries business economics r(
Chemical engineering Y(
Instrument engineering for fisheries el

Chemistry of fats and oils 01

Freshwater fi-sh culture
Analytical chemistry
Animal physiology
Ecology-
Food chemistry
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RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT IN AQUACULTURE ++

There have been a number of significant research results 
in

the last fifty years which have enabled modern aquaculure (as I

prefer to call the present discipline to distinguish 
it from the

traditional practices of fish farming) to enable it to maintain

its present important foothold among recognized food producing

economies. In fact, I credit research with stabilising the

present wave of enthusiasm for aquaculture, as interest has come

and gone repeatedly throughout the last hundred 
years without

fulfilling its promised potential.

Several early research results stand out, in my opinion, and

have provided the present wave with reality and permanency. 
The

first was the discovery of Rollefsen in 1936 that the nauplius of

the brine shrimp, Artemia salina, was a suitable larval food

organism for marine fish species. This was capitalized upon by

Shelbourne in the late 1950s when he undertook his careful work

on the propagation of marine flatfish. In 1949, Drew discovered

the missing links in the life stages of the marine algae,

Porphyra species, which proved to take place on the shells of

molluscs. In 1960, Hickling achieved hybridization of two

tilapia species, T. mossambicus and T. honorum, to produce an

all-male strain for the first time; and in 1961 in Malaysia,

Ling discovered the successful technique for raising the larvae

of the freshwater prawrrs, Macrobrachium rosenbergii, by adding a

little salt to the water.

++ By Colin E. Nash (FAO, Rome)

Presented to the 510 Convegno dell'Unione Zoologica Italiana, 6-11 Ottobre,

1986. Bollettino di Zoologia, 53,plO,1
98 6 (Abstract).



Although these significant events have not been the only

ones by any means, in a twenty-five year burst, research results

laid the foundations for a number of practices for farming

aquatic plants and animals which were subsequently carried

through into economic production. It is not surprising that the

seaweed industry in Japan (which is now over 500 000 tonnes

annually) constructed a statue of Dr. Kathleen Drew on the shore

adjacent to where her discovery has been put to so much use.

These notable events, clearly events of research, exemplify

research at different levels of investigation and purpose. They

are research because they all produced 'reliable and repeatable

information' - the criterion I prefer to adopt to define.

research. There are three levels of investigation and purpose,

namely:

(i) fundamental or basic research

(ii) applied research, sometimes called research and

development, and

(iii) empirical research

Aquaculture research, both in developed and developing

countries, does not have~a good record, I regret to say. One

reason for its lack of success, I believe, is the failure of

research directors and managers to recognize these three



individual levels of investigation and, importantly, what can be

realistically expected and extrapolated from the results of each.

Consequently, there has been too much optimism generated from too

little information. Another reason for the lack of success is

the lack of concentration on bottlenecks in priority production

systems by a critical mass of effort. Effort has been

dissipated among many researchers and institutes, and over a

large variety of aquatic animals and plants many of which have no

economic importance to the respective countries supporting the

research.

During these formative years of the new discipline of

aquaculture, governments have been the prime investors in

research, either through their national fisheries organizations

or through support to national universities. The private sector

has also invested in research on problems within its immediate

interests; for example, the feed manufacturers have supported

work on fish nutrition and feed formulation, and the

pharmaceutical companies on pathology studies. However-, more

emphasis has been given to applied research in the belief that a

viable sector of aquaculture would develop quickly with minimal

investment. Most effort has therefore been placed on the

biotechnical problems associated with breeding, husbandry, and

production. Almost no attention has been given to the building

up of research capacity-throughout the sector and obtaining

information on other important sub-sectorial elements such as

economics of production, engineering, labour utilization in the



industry, social-anthropology, and marketing, for example.

Furthermore, almost no attention has been given directly to

fundamental research in the context of aquaculture alone - but

usually in the context of general scientific pursuits. For

example, many useful basic research results for aquaculture have

been obtained indirectly and often fortuitously through

continuous research work in the life sciences, particularly in

the fields of zoology, botany, veterinary medicine, pathology,

nutrition, etc.

Aquaculture development has been handicapped by the lack of

investment in adequate facilities in the field to undertake

realistic applied research at a practical level, and basic

research has had to rely on the cooperation of existing

laboratories at universities and in industry. Applied research

has been carried out, for the most part, at places where

production is being undertaken. This is an advantage in many

ways, as applied research produces better results when practised

or integrated with production and demonstration activities, and

particularly when carried through to marketing and sale of

products. However, in practice, problems for 'on farm' research

can and do arise when production takes preference over the

collection of reliable information which makes controlled

production possible. As a result, much intended on-farm

research ,has produced little more than empirical data -

information of use only to the operations of that specific place

and under those specific circumstances. Unfortunately, more



significance has been placed on these empirical results

nonetheless, and consequently subsequent failures to repeat any

good results reliably have caused frustration and even stopped

further interest and investment. This has been typical of work

in many developing countries where resources are always limited

and government staff have responsibility for management and

production at government fisheries stations where both research

and the supply of fingerlings for farmers are undertaken

together. However, it is also true of developed countries.,

One of the most serious detriments to the development of

aquaculture in both developed and developing countries has been a

failure to complete the logical progression from research through

pilot-scale trials and demonstration to commercial production.

This has been particularly evident when technology has been

transferred between countries - and aquaculture has relied a

great deal for development on the international exchange of

information and experience. Invariably, research applications

are always required to adapt the technology to local conditions

before the progressive stages of development, but often this

research and the intermediate phases before commercial production

are omitted.

Most countries now have a nucleus of aquaculture expertise

which can be usefsully deployed at national centres ably supplied

with facilities. National and regional linkages of such focal

points become possible with cumulative benefits. However, it is



important to recognize that research in a biotechnical field such

as aquaculture, for many reasons, is a slow business, and

building up national research capacity takes many years.

On the other hand, even though governments must recognize

the importance of research to the development of aquaculture, the

support must be in line with the size and potential of the

sector, and its importance to the national economy. For

example, many countries with aquaculture production of less than

10 000 tonnes, or about US$ 5 million - of which there are just

over 50% of the 70 countries which provide data to FAO - cannot

economically justify a large sector and research infrastructure.

However, if a well-analysed potential for growth is technically

feasible, and the sector receives the political support through

government statements on policy and the preparation of national

plans for development, then much greater investment in research

infrastructure and manpower is merited. Countries with

production of 40-60 000 tonnes - of which there are now about 25%

and include such as Norway, Italy, Denmark, Malaysia - must have

a well-established infrastructure and significant research

capacity.

Unfortunately, the infrastructure of research cannot support

every aspect of aquaculture which may have opportunity but which

still has a bottleneck before final commercialization. There

has to be national prioritization, and this must be dictated by a

national need exemplified by a specific market of a quantifiable



size. In the early days of modern aquaculture, almost every

country was encouraged to invest in aquaculture research at all

levels through the general interest in the subject matter itself

and the biotechnical feasibility. Little or no attention was

paid to the existence of a justifiable and quantifiable need.

Arguments were always presented to justify research and

investment based on the benefits for food security and

nutritional requirements, increasing trade and foreign exchange,

increase of maximizing producers' incomes, and increased

employment opportunuties.

Although these reasons may still be behind government

policies which enable aquaculture research to be supported, it is

possible to provide more specific quantifiable and qualifiable

goals. The immediate need is to identify the optimal and

economic approach to attain them.

The solution must be research linkages of key institutes and

personnel. Already, the linkage of so-called lead centres in

four countries in Asia (and soon to be six) under the auspices of

the Aquaculture Development and Coordination Programme, have

enabled the foundations to be met for focusing attention on

priority areas of research in the region. This approach is to

be repeated elsewhere and will be the basis of new programmes in

Africa, Latin America, and probably here in the Mediterranean..

Another new programme in Asia among the ASEAN countries is

planning to 'twin' research institutes in developing countries



with the capable institutes in the EEC countries - and this is to

be an EEC programme.
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MEMORANDUM To David James (via Fr Henderson)

From Colin Nash

10 January, 1990

Ref: DRAFT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON RESEARCH NEEDS FOR AQUACULTURE
DEVELOPMENT

I read the draft with interest and I think that the Working Party has

done a very creditable job. Although analyses and development of research
priorities have been carried out by many others before, I think that this

approach by the group is new and the findings are well supported by the

analyses. It is also more complete as it went beyond the usual biotechnical

areas and provided a balanced analysis of the research needs of the sector as

a whole.

I think there is little at fault with the draft and I do not draw

attention to any specific paragraph or line. Although some small points might

be raised they are arguable at best, and other reviewers have probably raised

them already in their comments.

I do not know what the next stage of the process is, or what other
sections of the report are being prepared and by whom. However, I believe

that somewhere there must be considerable more attention to general research

philosophy as a whole, and particularly with respect to aquaculture in a
(metaphorical) geographic sense. For example, the draft does not expand very
much on the fact that development, be it aquaculture or not, is market driven.

Research is a follower, rather than a leader. It is better compared to an

accelerator pedal rather than the starter motor, but acceleration, once

underway, is more exponential than linear. Thus there is little in the draft

which comments on:

(1) The key relationship between the roles and importance of the various

levels of research and the existing national strength of the sector. National

strength, which obviously differs from country to country, is difficult to

quantify. It would be some indicative combination of number of producers,

areas under production, diversity of practices and species, and production.
Incidentally, from a development point of view, I believe that the strength of

the sector should dictate not only the levels and subjects of research needed

but also the levels and subjects of all other sectoral needs, such as
government support services and private investments.

(2) Similarly the relationship between the roles and importance of the

various levels of research and the potential growth of the sector. Analysing

the current FAO Statistical Data for Aquaculture, and the history of growth in

certain countries, one could hazard a guess that all countries with little or

no farmers or aquaculture production at the present time (93 of the 142

countries reporting record less than 5,000 t, and most of them less than

1,000 t) are likely to have productions below 10,000 t twenty years from now.

Those with a substantial nucleus of farmers and production of (say)

5,000-25,000 t (26 countries) are potentially able to attain 20,000-50,000 t
in the same period, and will likely remain about there. Thus, what are the

levels and subjects of research most suitable to this potential growth

pattern?



There are also differences to be found within the levels of research.

For example, I believe within fundamental research a difference should be

recognized between traditional basic research and modern highly advanced

research (biotechnology). Again, within the geographic contexts noted above,
highly advanced biotechnology is only appropriate for those countries with a

strong sector and which need it to advance beyond their approaching
limitations and constraints.

I think that the final report would benefit if a Chapter or Section was

devoted to this type of analysis, together with some brief references to the
realism of aquaculture research efforts in the past. Examples (mini-case
studies) might be made of such countries as Japan, China, Taiwan PC, Israel,

USA, and Norway, with their research investment linked to their sectoral

growth. Reference could also be made of the different transfer mechanisms
used (planned or not) by each country; for example, the vast extension

services of China with the convenience of target producers in communes and
collective farms; the independent kibbutz of Israel (private sector research);
the close interrelationship of farmers and researchers in Taiwan PC; the

widespread and advanced levels of education and research in Japan down to

prefectural locales; the national market drive in Norway; the plethora of

printed and spoken information in the USA; etc. This would demonstrate
clearly that there is no one common denominator or blueprint for aquaculture
research and its application by producers, but they must be analysed and

developed on a country by country basis. Many countries will no doubt have

the same formula, but they might not necessarily be regional neighbours.

Finally, I copy the brief attempt I made with Professor Cataudella on
this type of philosophical analysis of the background to aquaculture research
for the first ADCP/IDRC Workshop on Research Priorities in Aquaculture in
Africa, held at Dakkar in 1986. The Procedings are published (by IDRC). I

also gave much of the same paper to a meeting of the Italian Zoological
Society here in Rome the same year. They may be of some interest to you.

I also copy references of the UK Strategy for the Science Base (1987)
and a New Scientist article on the UK NERC strategy for Marine Science. The
original documents might be useful to the core team in the preparation of the
final document, as I assume that much of the draft material will be annexed or

abstracted.
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Lifebelt for a drowning discipline
Marine scientists in Britain have been adrift in shark-infested waters for several years.

Now five "flagships" are steaming to the rescue. But there isn't room for everybody aboard

Stephanie PainB RITISH marine science is about to Some scientists feel that such research is to this issue in no uncertain terms in the
undergo a metamorphosis. After not the NERC's responsibility, next few months."
several extremely lean years, the The strategy lists other benefits as social, The NERC has reduced the size of its

Natural Environment Research Council economic and cultural, including flood fleet of research ships and the amount of
has designed a strategy for the next decade. protection, waste disposal and reducing the time the ships spend at sea. It has begun to
It concentrates on five key projects, a strat- cost of commercial operations at sea. "rationalise" its institutes, trimming staff
egy that the council hopes will convince the Two years ago, the House of Lords' select and planning mergers of some laboratories.
government that marine science is one area committee on science and technology crit- The problem came to a head last
of big science that it should help. icised the state of marine science. Britain September, when the NERC told the direc-

Following the government's reluctance had "fallen by the wayside", the committee tors of all its marine institutes to stop all
to support a British space programme, the claimed, because it lacked a coherent "non-essential" research-that is, all
NERC hopes to persuade ministers that framework for research and because it did research except contract research that they
Britain is a world leader in research in what not receive the funding it deserved. were legally obliged to continue. The ban is
it terms "inner space". It warns that if The NERC, which funds most civil likely to stay in force at least until April.
Britain does not stay ahead, it will lose the marine science, responded by setting up a Under its charter, the NERC must
opportunity to exploit any new discoveries marine sciences directorate to eliminate the "ensure that there exists in Britain a strong
in marine sciences. flaws. The government promised to set up community of marine scientists supplied

Launching the strategy last week, John a coordinating committee for marine with the resources and organisation needed
Woods, head of the NERC's marine science and technology, reporting to the to initiate and respond effectively to new
sciences directorate, emphasised the strate- Department of Education and Science. The developments in the rapidly advancing
gic value of the five "flangship" projects. committee, which was finally unveiled last subject." This means that it must maintain
Hug Fish, chairman of the council, said week with Sir John Mason in the chair, will research laboratories and scientific services,
that "by directing the programme towards develop a national strategy for government and a fully balanced programme of
real-life problems, marine science should funded R&D in marine science and research.
attract better funding". technology, to coordinate spending by the In the current financial climate, the

Sir Anthony Laughton, director of various government departments. NERC might find it difficult to achieve
the Institute of Oceanographic Sciences, Since the Lords reported, the state of this. The new strategy admits the need to
Deacon Laboratory, told New Scientist marine science has worsened. Funds have focus on "a small number of themes at a
that the strategy "is absolutely essential. continued to shrink. Hugh Fish laid the given time." With this in mind, Woods has
Marine science must declare where it blame last week on the loss of government divided the NERC's programme into two-
wants to go, what its reasons for existing commissions. In 1975, the NERC's science the core and the menu. Between them they
are and what are its benefits. It needs budget was reduced in line with the cover academic research projects, labora-
to formulate programmes that can be Rothschild Principle, in which money was tory projects (those carried out at the
justified." The five big projects consist taken from the research councils and given NERC's own laboratories, and at the Brit-
primarily of designing complex models of to Whitehall to pay for research on a ish Antarctic Survey and the British
the processes in the oceans. These models contract basis. Geological Survey) and individual projects.
should enable scientists 'to make early Some institutes had more success in The strategy lists 14 individual projects,
predictions of everything from storm surges winning contracts than others. To even out all within the NERC's own institutes or
and the state of fisheries to changing the funding, the NERC cut the money it grant-aided laboratories, and awarded to
patterns of climate. allocated to these institutes, and they came "scientists of exceptional calibre". One of

Defence comes first on Woods's list of to rely primarily on commissions. In the these projects is Woods's own research, on
the benefits brought by marine research. 1980s, commissions have dwindled, and modelling processes in the ocean, which he
Better oceanographic data, the report those laboratories that had spent the 1970s will carry out at the Robert Hooke Institute
suggests, will allow the navy to detect winning contract work began to run out of in Oxford. One of the conditions that
"hostile submarines" more easily. It stresses funds. "This loss demonstrates to me," says Woods imposed before he accepted the
that the Soviet Union's navy has the largest Fish, "that the Rothschild Principle is dead post of director was that he should receive
oceanographic research fleet in the world. and buried. The NERC will draw attention support for his research.

Vessel -

Launch position Recovery at surface
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A UTOSUB (left) could travel the oceansforfive days, providing data
*~ for models like the one above of the floor of the nor heast Atlantic



A model for the future of marine research
aBRCateg) oncentrates on three-dimensional models of the hydro- changes in world climate: the ocean

comt4tyjOro*ects% dynamics and transport systems in the absorbs carbon dioxide from the atmos-AA R Ube cau they involve North Sea. The objective is to use these phere, helping to balance the greenhouse,atists from a number of disciplines models as a tool for managing the quality effect. BOFS will be coordinated at theAd laboratories throughout the marine of the water. The research ship Challenger new Plymouth Marine Laboratory. Thecommunity. John Woods stresses that the will spend 15 months in the North Sea project is Britain's contribution to theway forward is through modelling. collecting data for the model. Joint Global Ocean Flux Study."Predictions," he claims, "will lead to * The Fine Resolution Antarctic Model 0 The World Ocean Circulation Experi-practical exploitation". (FRAM). The ocean is an important ment (WOCE)-an international pro-The new design of marine science will factor in controlling the world's climate gramme-should make possible long-
depend more on the capabilities of a new To understand how it does this, scientists term predictions of changes in climate.
generation of supercomputers than on working on FRAM will design a model The project will begin in 1990, after the
research ships and seagoig scientists. In for the global circulation of the oceari launch of Europe's latest remote-sensing

-20 years' time, Woods estimates, there -- beginning with the Antarctic circum- satellite, the ERS-1. Britain's part inwill be computers 10 000 times more polar current. WOCE, organsed by the Deacon Labora-powerful than the research councils' Cray A team at the Robert Hooke Institute is tory, involves the collection of hydro-XMP. Woods maintains that the marine finishing a model for the AntarctiC, which graphic data from the research shipcommunity needs 10 years to develop the requires 500 hours on the Cray XMP. Discovery, coordinating measurements ofnew tools and do the experiments to feed The team will move on to the North sea level and analysing satellite data.the data into those computers. Atlantic and Arctic Oceans. 0 AUTOSUB aims to design a system forI "We must concentrate our resources so .* The Biogeochemical Ocean Flux Study observing the ocean routinely, to providethat when the machines come, we are (BOFS) will develop models of the recycl- data to run the computer models. Theready to use them." The five community ing processes in the oceans and how free-ranging vehicle must navigate its wayprojects are: changes in climate affect the cycles. The across oceans, collecting data and trans-SThe North Sea Project, aims to develop eventual aim is to be able to predict mitting it to scientists ashore. 0

The core programme is more or less To this end, the council has restructuredguaranteed support. Projects on the menu its institutes. Earlier this month, the coun-will obtain funds only if extra resources cil announced the merger of its Institute ofbecome available. Within the core, the "big Marine Environmental Research (IMER)five" community projects take priority. in Plymouth with the grant-aided MarineEach one will cost between 5 million and Biological Association, also in Plymouth.10 million over five years. The core also Together they will form the Plymouthincludes a small number of "long-term Marine Laboratory.
ec research projects" selected Two years ago, the NERC decided tofrom projects proposed by laboratories and close the Institute of Marine Biochemistryindividuals. The menu consists of relatively in Aberdeen, and announced that it wouldshort-term projects that can be "turned on move its staff to the Scottish Marinewhenever funds are available"-. Biological Association in Oban on theMany scientists are concerned about the other side of Scotland. IMB staff are still incontinual stress on value for money, and Aberdeen, four moving dates later, and areare disappointed that the NERC will now expecting to transfer to Oban insupport only goal-oriented research with August. The NERC still has no buyer forwell defined spin-offs. There is little oppor- the Aberdeen laboratory.tunity for open-ended research. Fish insists that, come what may, he willOn the other hand, given the problems of Woods: the very model of a modern maintain well-founded laboratories-butfinding money to support basic research, research director perhaps fewer of them. "Unless someone,some scientists think that the NERC has such as the DoE, comes up with moredone the best it can in the circumstances. ignoring waters further offshore. money," he said, "there will be compulsoryThose scientists involved in the flagship Scientists outside the core programme redundancies within two years."projects will have a surer future than most. have more to worry about. Those most at Only 2-5 per cent of the science budgetFish promised that the NERC "will keep risk are in universities and the less-favoured is spent on marine science, comparedthe core programme going at all costs. It of the NERC's laboratories. The Scottish with 12-7 per cent on nuclear physics andwill be treated as essential, regardless of the Marine Biological Association, for exam- 6 per cent on ground-based astronomy,strain on the budget," he said. However, he ple, which receives most of its money from the two other areas of big science. Twoadmitted that there might be "a slippage in the NERC, will have almost no part in the years ago, the NERC spent 35 per centobjectives" if money became still tighter. first five community projects. (E23.3 million) of its budget on marineAt the moment, even the North Sea Marine scientists in the universities have science.

Project, so widely publicised as a token of had a difficult time in recent years. In 1984, In its Strategyfor the Science Base, pub-the government's pledge at the North Sea the University Grants Committee reviewed lished last July, the Advisory Board for theConference last month to do something the state of the university oceanography Research Councils (ABRC), proposed a
about the state of the North Sea, is under- departments and decided to concentrate review of the funding of oceanography andfunded by E2 million. The NERC is paying resources at two favoured universities, the NERC's fleet of research vessels. It is6-8 million over five years and the Southampton and Bangor, and at Ply- likely to carry out its review early in 1988.
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and mouth Polytechnic. The departments at Woods is optimistic. There is "absolutelyFood is contributing E 1.3 million. Liverpool and Swansea have since closed. no possibility" that the ABRC will reduce

The NERC hopes that the Department The new centres of excellence supported by the funding for marine science, he said last
of the Environment will chip in with the the UGC will also receive the bulk of the week. Rather, it is likely to increase funds
remainder. According to the Rothschild NERC's support for university projects. and possibly the size of the research fleet.
Principle, the North Sea Project is the sort The NERC's decision to concentrate on "The money taken away by government
of research programme that the DoE a few areas of expertise applies also to its departments is not coming back in
should pay for almost in its entirety. own laboratories, where it is to concentrate commissions. We must have it back," said
However, a recent review of water research on a number of "well-found laboratories" Fish. If not, he warned, the "speed of
conducted by the department considered that are "equipped and staffed to support research may be too slow and we will lose
only coastal and estuarine waters- research in clearly defined areas". the chance of exploiting new findings." 0
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Dear Jean Paul,

I apologize for the delay in sending comments on the draft
report of the SIFR Working Party on Research Needs for Aquaculture
Development and hope that what follows will help in preparing the best
possible report, which is in our mutual interest.

I would confine my comments to general ones as I am also
attaching my copy of the draft with marginal detailed comments, which you
may find useful when preparing the final document, My colleague,
Mr. D J. Lens, has also seen the paper and contributed with very valuable
points. I showed him the draft on purpose as, having participated in the
meeting and the discussions, certain parts of the report could be clear to
me but could also not be easy to understand for readers who did not attend.

I have to start by giving you credit for the courage
demonstrated in accepting such a formidable task as the SIFR. Having said
that, I do not fully understand what you intend to do with the document, You
may wish to use it as a contribution to the final report, including the
entire tex, ur use it to prepare a difterent document to cover aquaculture
needs, attaching the present draft as an annex. Obviously, the final destiny
of this draft jas a bearing on my comments related to the .stru-c-ure of the
paper and you may find that some of them may be irrelevant,

In general, I found the paper interesting. It requires
further elaboration as it contains an amount of interesting concepts, but
has considerable problems of structure and contents which can, I think, be
overcome, although this would require additional work, For ease of
reference, I will number my comments:

Dr. Jean Paul Troadec
Team Leader
Study of International Fisheries

Research
AGRPS - Room N. 5021
World Bank
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i) The paper is very long, difficult to read (very dense) and
sometimes too cryptic or academic. As it is now, it would need a
clear executive summary, highlighting the operational implications
of the proposal, as it is unlikely that admin-i-st-ators in bilateral
and multilateral agencies will find the time to read it entirely.
If the expected audience for this paper are mainly administrators
(perhaps with no background in fisheries), the reading has to be
facilitated and jargon (biological, developmental, economic) should
be minimized.

ii) A clearer paper would require a different outline if it has to
stand by itself and we could suggest a different one, which is
attached as Appendix 1. In particular, the conclusions,
justifications and actions proposed should be more clearly
presented, with an idea of the time frame, steps to be taken and at
least a rough cost estimate. As very likely, the latter was not
fully assessed at the Paris meeting (not certainly in the first
session), this is something you may wish to add only for the main
report of the study.

iii) Chapter 7 is a rather good analysis of a situation which is,
however, not known to the reader, who is not fully conversant with
the status of aquaculture development. It is not explained how
the5e r.nnrliiOnns were obtainsd. It would need a previous
presentation, even if short, of the status and evolution of
aquaculture. The heading of this chapter is also rather misleading
(Review of the Current Situation). It does neither provide an
assessment of the adequacy of present research programmes vis-a-vis
the production sector, nor does it specify what are the operators
or the private sector contributing on aquaculture research.

iv) Chapter 8 "Conditions for Effectiveness and Efficiency" should set
the scene for a section on specific proposals and related
operational arrangements, but, up to this point, the paper does not
provide a good justification (I'm playing the devil's advocate) to
change substantially the present situation. Questions of the type
"is research the limiting factor for stimulating aquaculture
development?" or "could an increased effort in aquaculture research
produce a significant progress of aquaculture production?", which
administrators of donor and financing agencies may ask, do not find
ready answers in the document. It is sort of taken for granted
that a ubctanti3l improvemetit i rtr uIi wtuld be a crucial
element to foster development. I would agree that it is an
important element, but I also gather that for agencies involved in
development you may requ.-e a stronger argumentation, especially
when taking into account tnat growth rates of the aquaculture
subsector are far better than those of capture fisheries.

v) The identification of major problem areas or of new approaches (the
innovation factor), which could be solved or should be investigated
by the research community, is not clearly separated in the report.
This identification should be an essential element for the
definition of a strategy. I guess that the specialists convened for
the second session of the working party should have given clearer
indications in this respect, once the identification of the main
systems had been completed by the first group.
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vi) Clarifications on definition and on the tables included are

necessary. Examples could be the types of research, farming systems
and production systems. I found Tables 7-8 on economic
processes/functions difficult to understand in relation to what the
various headings meant, and you can be assured that I was not the
Qnly one, Similarly, the ranking given for the tables ic not so
crystalline. Nonparticipants may have a lot of difficulties in
understanding the codes and meaning of the matrixes. A couple of
examples per table would give them a clearer key to the
understanding of these tables which were essential to separate
major systems.

vii) I found the section on economics, and to some extent that on social
sciences too, not very specific for aquaculture. To some extent, it
is like reading a book on agricultural economics. Perhaps this part
could be improved with the inclusion of some examples which could
also be related to the tables. Since the material provided by Diaw
and Aguero was not really discussed, as it was delivered at a late
stage, it was not really possible to see to what extent it was
understandable to nonspecialist. I find that it is nearly
impossible to merge their tables with that of the biotechnical
group to try giving a relative weight to the discipline, or other
subcategories, in the context the systems analyzed and their
evolution in time. Perhaps Aguero and Diaw could offer an
alternative solution because, as it is now, the two groups of
matrixes are totally disconnected.

These were the main comments I had on structure of the
paper and presentation. Regardino the contents of the paper, these are my
main comments:

a) The sequence of reasoning shows a clear disconnection between the
two sessions. While in the first five chapters the main emphasis is
put in the identification of a production system typology in
relation to disciplines, a concept which would allow dealing with
research needs for the various systems irregardless of the
geographical location or the species to be dealt with, the second
part reintroduces the concept of regions and the disciplines are
dealt with in almost total isolation, at least with little or no
relation to the systems identified in the first session, which
seems to be a step backwards. It gives the impression that the
second session went beyond the terms of reference indicated for it
in the introduction (see pg 2), although one has to recognize too
that the agenda for this section session was not sufficiently
clear.
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b) I feel that the report does not properly reflect the efforts and
conclusions of the first session. Perhaps they were discussed by
the second group and rejected or perhaps the second group failed to
recognize the implications of the conclusions of the first group.
This I do not know but, in reading the report, I got the impression
that the work of the first group was of little use for the second.
If I remember correctly, the main purpose of our trying to identify
the main systems was for eliminating three major bottlenecks which
plagued the efforts of groups trying to introduce aquaculture into
the CGIAR system, which are the dependence upon species, regions
and biological disciplines. With the identification of sufficiently
distinct systems, it would be possible to study them in an integral
way, irregardless of species, area or particular discipline, and
establish a global framework for cooperation in research.

c) Towards the end of the first session, when we discussed the
institutional arrangements on the last day, I recall that in
elaborating on the item international level, I proposed an
institutional arrangement based on the main systems identified
(ocean ranching, extensive, semintensive - two of them eventually -
and intensive), in which a specific network for each of them would
be created with a recognized centre of excellence as its head and
various national centres attached to it. A central secretariat,
monitoring the work of the various networks and channelling
resources according to perceived needs and progress, would be the
head of the system. This has not at all been reflected in the
report, although it was not rejected as a working mechanism by the
participants of the first session.

d) Instead of elaborating on this line of thinking, the second group
came up with a different solution, which brings in again the
problems of the past and which had no thinking head. You can see
that very clearly on pg. 63. para 5, in which it is said "great
difficulty was experienced in identifying who would decide on
programming ... ". I do not believe in the capacity of scientist
networks to come up with adequate and balanced programmes, really
serving the needs of the production sector. In the first place,
general networks tend to be dominated by scientists of a few
disciplines as it has been proven in the past. Second, it presumes
that organized and specialized associations of scientist exist for
all disciplines and in all geographical regions, which is not the
case. So, very likely, the use of collaborative networks of
specialists would not take us very far from the present situation,
in which every group tends to benefit its own interests (something
also implicit in the initial remarks of Dr. Huisman ... ), and thus
disparities would be enhanced. Since we are after research
programmes to favour development, you would need a group headed by
generalists rather than specialist, which could come up with a
balanced approach and should be advised, when necessary, by groups
of specialists.
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e) I feel that the research which is being carried out by the private
sector is not properly considered in the paper. Think about aspects
like diet formulation, vaccines or medicines and to some extent
selection of specific strains of organisms, in which the private
sector has played a very important role (I could think of specific
examples such as microcapsulated feeds for larval rearing,bacterins for prevention of diseases, or the production of red
tilapia fingerlings). The paper seems to concentrate on public-
sector research or externally-assisted research, which is generally
channelled to public sector institutions.

f) An idea of what the various disciplines have so far contributed for
the development of aquaculture is missing in the paper and it would
have been helpful to give a better idea of its evolution, Thevarious specialists of the second session should have contributed
some information in this respect. In this particular case, an
analysis on a regional basis would have been adequate because of
the existing disparities between regions.

g) The headings under 6.1.3, 6.2, 6.4 and 6.6 are discussed in totalisolation from systems' analysis. Scientific areas are also treated
in almost total isolation from other disciplines (and this issomething which could be expected from specialists), clashing
totally with the spirit of the first session which tried toidentify typologies defined by the mix of the various disciplines.
I feel that fonL the item on ecology (not surprisingly) linksproperly with the first session. Moreover, the distinction for theresearch to be given priority on the m.ae- am run (10 years) and on
the long-term (up to 25 years) is not at all evident in the various
disciplines.

h) As a last point, I do not see the need to ' ude a separate item
under biotechnologies. Most of the p is included under this
heading could have been inserted in ther respective disciplines
(geneticst nutrition, etc.), making things much simpler and
clearer.

And that is all for the main comments. Do not bediscouraged by my comments as they do not at all intend to be negative. Ifeel that a paper which could be an important element in the future ofaquaculture research deserves all th'e efforts we could make for it to resultas good as possible. I hope I will be able to see you in Rome next March,when the paper is discussed with the Fisheries Department.

With my best regards, I remain.

Yours sincerely,

Mario Pedini
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Dr. Jean-Paul Troadec
SIFR AGRPS
World Bank
Room No. N5-015
1818 H. Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Dr. Troadec,

Comments on Draft Report of the SIFR Working Party
on Research Needs for Aquaculture Development

Enclosed are the individual comments of Dr. Roger
Pullin, Dr. Max Aguero and Dr. Chua Thia-Eng on the Draft
Report of SIFR Working Party on Research Needs for
Aquaculture Development. As three of us did not attend the
Part II of the working party, our comments pertaining to
those matters discussed are strictly our own views based on
what has been written in the report. You may find it useful
for your consideration in the final report.

Thank you again for giving us the opportunity to share
our views with our fellow colleagues in this valuable World
Bank endeavor.

Best regards.

Yous incerely,

Dr. Chua hia-Eng
Officer In-Charge

2ND FL R., BLOOMINGDALE BLDG. CABLE: ICLARM MANILA
205 SALCEDO ST., LEGASPI VILLAGE TELEX: (ETPI) 64794 ICLARM PN, 4900010376 ICL UI (USA)
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DR. JEAN PAUL TROADEC
WORLD BANK,
SIFR, AGRPS
ROOM 5-025

Dear Jean-Paul:

As promised in my fax message last friday,
attached you will find my comments to the draft report on
the SIFR Working Party on Research Needs for Aquaculture
Development.

Before writing my comments, I had the
opportunity to read Roger's and therefore, I will not repeat
here what he has already said in reference to international
research centers and small coordinating secretariats. In
general, I do agree with Roger's comments on this.

As before, my comments and suggestions are
made according to page and paragraph number; you may use
them as appropriate.

I am also sending you a copy of this fax in
case the transmission is not clear.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance on
this.

best regards,,-

Max Ag ero
ICLARM

2ND FLR., BLOOMINGDALE BLDG. CABLE: ICLARM MANILA
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COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE SIFR WORKING PARTY
Research Needs For Aquaculture Development

(Max aguero - ICLARM)

Page 5.
-Chapter IV, starts with a reference to the

introduction made by Prof. Edwards during the first meeting
of the Working Party; I'd like to suggest that the text
makes it clear where Prof. Edwards' remarks start and where
they end.

Page 6 and 7; Table 1.-
-Table 1 should keep consistency throughout its entire

list; part b) points out factors rather than specific
constraints as done in part a.

Page 7; "Product market"
-(insert): "(high social barriers to entry)

-This section should make reference to:
* biased consumer's preferences against some culture species
(tilapia, carps, etc)
* scarcity of appropriate marketing channels,
* lack of consumer's information on alternatives available
to consume aquaculture products (cooking, drying, salting,
etc)

"Labor market".
(replace) ". ..migratory patterns" for "part-time nature of
farmers in aquaculture activities

I think this entire Table needs some further elaboration.

Page 8; para 2.
-The concept of optimization when the extensive system

is fully developed needs further clarification; what is to
be optimized?.. total biomass?.. total revenues?,.. total
number of fish?.. total agriculture-aquaculture production?
etc.

Page 11; parag 4.
-It would be better to distinguish between "value of

variables" and "stages of the systems" (instead of the
variables)

Parag 5.
-the concept of "externalities" has a precise meaning

in economic jargon;--since it may assume positive or
negative values, it would be convenient to specify what kind
of externality is the paragraph referring to (technological,
pecuniary; positive, negative, etc)
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Page 14; parag 10.
-I think the concepts of production function and

production process are mixed-up in this parag.

Parag 11 and 18
-Production does not take place only in "response to

market demand" (or demand supported by money) as the parag.
seems to suggest; production in small-scale fisheries
respond to other mechanisms and incentives as well; See
also page 18, parag. 3 where a similar statement is made
(Keynes)

Page 14-15;Section 4.4
-I think this section does not read smoothly; as is, it

seems like a short list of statements on basic Production
Economics. Maybe a short paragraph indicating the purpose
of this section and some linking phrases, may help.

Page 15;parag 2 and 3.
-Again, the concepts of production systems, production

process and production function (not to mention production
units) should be further specified to avoid confusion. See
also page 17 parag 2, where production system is defined in
terms of a "unit" but with aggregate (macro) components and
implications. Wouldn't it be simpler to use the traditional
concept of "production function" viewed at different levels
of aggregation, rather than re-defining terms?.
Parag 3.

-Seems to imply that the production system is
somehow "selected", while in the first parag. of page 15, it
is the production function which determines it. These
statements may be a source of confusion.
Parag 4

-The hierarchy and difference between "farming" and
"production systems" should be also further specified. Is
the production system part of the farming system or is a
given farming system a production system?; I think the same
applies to the difference between "farm" and "production
unit" and "industry" mentioned here and in earlier
paragraphs or sections.

Parag 7
-I'd like to suggest change of the word "optimize" for

"choose among", since the farmer does not optimize his
options but his decision.

-The last sentence is not fully clear; what probability
is the sentence referring to? of not making the right
decision (choosing the right option)? or of the option to be
feasible?. etc
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Page 17; parag 2
-The relationship between the "social goals of a given

unit" and the concept of "production system" is not clear in
the text. Does it mean that the economic requirements and
social goals of a given production unit determines the
production system?; from the second part of the parag. I get
the impression that the distribution system is.part of (is
implied in) the production system.

Parag. 4
-Needs to specify what kind of "demand" is it referring

to; for fishery products? for inputs? or should it be
the"supply and the existence of suitable potential farmer
groups"?

Page 26; parag. 1
(insert) ". ..may also be used as alternative inputs to

fish meal"

Parag. 2
(replace): economic mechanisms for economic settings
(replace): efficiency for performance of the system under

Parag 3
(replace): linear programming by mathematical programming;
(as linear programming is just a small subset of
mathematical programming tools/techniques)

Parag 6
(replace): "...farming systems which will be feasible and
effective" for feasible, profitable and effective farming
systems from a social and economic point of view.

Page 28; Table B
(spelling): socio-economics (in title)
(replace) : "input demand" for Market Demand
(add) : Industry Behavior & Performance
(delete) : "Industry Performance"

Page 29; Table 9
*first item.-(replace) "...value of species produced under
alternative levels..."
*second item.-(replace) ". ..economic and social benefits;

"conditions; with special emphasis on
their impact on employment, income, food supply and
environmental damage"
*fourth item.- (add) Determination and analysis of
"economic performance (identification of comparative
advantages) of selected technologies and species..."
*fifth item.- (delete entire item)
*sixth item.- (add): "...performance and identification of
potential.. .according to regions of origin, specie cultured,
socio-cultural characteristics of the population, etc.
*(delete) items: seventh, eight and twelv e items



Comments ontDraft Report of the SIFR Working Party on
Research Needs for Aquaculture Development

1. The Einstein quotation should be removed. It was his
comment on Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle and he
(Einstein) was mistaken as to the utility of the
Principle.

2. There is still some confusion over definitions and
terms for different fish production systems. Page 4,
first para. includes the terms "extensive systems" and
"culture-based fisheries" whereas the list of
definitions on p. 11-12 excludes these. The solution

is probably to state that the open water systems on p.
11 ("open s.eas, open coastal waters and open inland
waters") contain the so-called culture-based fisheries

systems whereas extensive aguaculture (ie. farMint on
farms) is another category of water and land-based
farming in which na feeds or fertilizers are given to
enhance national productivity.

3. Page 5, First para. I do not understand the last
sentence.

4. The categorization of different kinds of research is
confusing. The terms used include 'basic', 'applied',
'innovative', 'strategic', 'targetted', 'adaptive',
comprehensive'. These are reduced to three main
categories - basic, strategic and adaptive on p. 58. I
delete the word 'innovative' as used in conjunction
with 'strategic' because all research is innovative by
definition and the word is superfluous. Strategic
research and basic research are difficult to separate.
I cannot offer a better scheme or definitions, but
suggest that at least the report use only consistent
and defined terms for categories of research and
deletes others.

5. Table 2a, b. Captions are reversed.

6. Page 6. Para. 5. The term is usually 'agroecological
zones'.

7. Page 11, para 3, Table 3. The Table 3 does not really
indicate very clearly the needs for control as systems
mature'. The text overstates this.

8. The definitions of "Stock Variables" p. 13-14 need

slight attention. The report should not use the worX
'Stock' as a 'subvariable' of itself! The solution is
to substitute "Species" for "Stock" and to put in a

classical definition for Species. Then the words "the



cultivated organisms" disappear. They would otherwise
be confused with the subsequent variable 'Population'.
Similarly in the definition of "Breed", the word
"stock" should be substituted by the words "cultivated
organisms". Then the three levels of genetic variables
- Species/Breed/Population are OK. The main problem is
that 'stock' itself is such a loose term. It means
about the same as 'population' in many cases!

9. Page 19, 5. ii. "The quantification is only
qualitative"! Please change this to "The assessments
are only qualitative".

10. Page 25. Para 2. Effluents can also be reused in
agriculture.

11. Page 30, last para. The list of social science
descriptions must include economics.

12. Page 39, bottom line. Should read "founding." not
"fund ing".

13. Page 40. - Spellings - heritability and chromosomal are
correct. Also note that first para (b) is not a good
statement of breeding goals. The key words to use are
'domestication' and 'commercial traits'. Traits can
include growth, maturation, fecundity etc. but may also
include body shape, color, dressing percentage etc. In
aquatic organisms, resistance to disease is probably a
highly complex polygenic trait and is unlikely to be
easily obtained from selection programs.

14. In para (c) 'sex control', I cannot follow the logic of
how producing sterile progeny can preserve wild gene
pools - unless you mean that escapees will be unable to
compete or interbreed with wild fish. If so, please
state it clearly.

15. Page 43, last para, first line. Should read
"development of disease resistant strains of key
species".

16. Page 44. Section 6.4. Surely there is a key word and
concept missing here - domestication! This is what
geneticists are bringing to aquaculture. Domesticated
animals behave very differently to wild animals.
Perhaps you could work this in as at present the
wording is rather clumsy and reflects a fishing rather
than a farming viewpoint.

17. Institutional aspects. The terms 'international',
'global' and 'regional' are not defined. This is
important because they are often interchanged rather
loosely. For example, p. 55, line 2 . uses the term



'global' (avoiding 'international'?) and in para 2,
line 6 on the same page, it is not clear why the
recommendation given is restricted to "developed
countries": why not developing countries also -
especially given the examples quoted for agriculture
(foot of page 51)?

Regarding networks, at the top of page 55, the report
says that only regional networks exist in aquaculture,
yet ICLARM has a truly slobal (developed and developing
countries) Network of Tropical Aquaculture Scientists.
It has 376 members from 74 countries.

The scenario for the "small secretariat" (p. 60, para
3) is unlikely to be workable and the assumption (p. 60,
para 5) that the only alternative is a "single large
institute of the CGIAR model" is false: not all CGIAR
institutions and similar international NGO's are large. A
core that is not scientifically active will not be able to
lead and coordinate research effectively. Isn't the report
actually self-contradictory on this issue as page 55, line 2
says that "Global institutions should not be only clearing
house (sic) for information, nor act simply as coordinators
of groups, but be directly involved in research to maintain
their supportive capacity in research areas that cannot yet
be properly dealt with at national level"?

Page 63, para 2 record unanimous agreement that an
international centre is inappropriate. May be a large
centre is not needed, but some capacity definitely j. Can
we learn nothing from successes in agriculture? Surely what
is needed is a marriage of the best aspects of international
and national groups working in partnerships.

I do not think that the final scenario proposed of
networks of national research laboratories and "tropical
aquaculture centres in develoved countries" (my underlining)
will work. How can such a system avoid the shifts of short-
term political changes and carry out sustained work? It is
well agreed that the historical pattern of international
agricultural research should not be copied directly for
aquaculture, but this does not mean that ito does not have
some useful lessons. There is a clear need for an
international, independent research component in tropical
aquaculture located in developing regions to help with
research leadership and coordination.

If the final report on the two sessions is a combined
volume like this, then it may appear that the ICLARM staff
listed as participants endorse the proposed institutional
scenario - which they would not without an unequivocal
statement of the need for international research capacity in
the tropics to undertake sustained, strategic research: not
a single large center but certainly active research teams
with facilities collaborating with national groups and
networks.



COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE SIFR WORKING PARTY ON
RESEARCH NEEDS FOR AQUACULTURE DEVLOPMENT

by
CHUA THIA-ENG

Pg.5. suggest delete paragraph 5; it doesn't add to the
information already stated earlier

Pg. 6. Section 4.1. requires considerable rephrasing so as
to highlight the constraints affecting aquaculture
development.

(a) Point No. 1 of Peter Edwards' remark contradicts
with point no.4 which suggests that research
on disciplinary lines are still necessary.

(b) Lack of relevant and comprehensive research is only
one constraint, other constraints, such as
inadequacies in aquaculture planning,
development and management; lack of technical
and managerial capability; lack of marketing
and post-harvest support should also be
stressed. The ad hoc manner in which
aquaculture development took place in many
developing nations need to be emphasized.

(c) Whilst it is useful to think of aquaculture
devlopment in relation to eco-agricultural
zones, especially with special reference to
small-scale aquaculture, one must not lose
sight of the fact that aquaculture
development in the world in general is
towards a modern fish producing industry
through continuous technological improvements
and improvements in economic viability.

(d) the purpose of research in aquaculture is to
provide scientific information that will lead
to (i) sound formulation of development
startegies, policies and management for
sustainable aquaculture development at
national or regional levels; (ii) improvement
of aquaculture techniques/technologies, the
application of which will lead to economic
production and hence increase the efficency
of the production systems; (iii) provide
information on the appropriateness and
potential of species or strains that could
improve yields through genetic selection and
germplasm development; (iv) provide
information on the social acceptability and
economic viability of various forms of
aquacul ture.



The ultimate objective of aquaculture research is
to transform from traditional, experience-
dependent practices into technologically packaged
system based on scientific principles. This will
ensure a reliable mechanism for production in the
future.
Scientific research in aquaculture like any other
scientific research is a continuous process, the
focus of which varies according to the current
status and magnitude of the problem as well as
depending on the urgency of the information needs.
Thus, short-term research on specific localized
problems may be a continuous process whilst
strategic research may resolve major issues which
may require collaborative efforts of numerous
research teams over an extended period of time.

(e) The use of the terminology is confusing: adaptive ,
basic, strategic, innovative, etc. and should
be adequately defined. For the prupose of
this document, they should be simplified and
reduced.

Pg.9. Table 2(a) caption mixed up with Table 2(c)

Pg.ii. Open coastal waters: the word mangrove should be
replaced by estuaries.

Pg.16. Paragraph 5, last sentence- It is not necessary that
the proposed work be carried out only by resource
economists. The experienced broad-based natural
resource planner or a "generalist", with inputs from
various relevant disciplines can do the job. I suggest
you delete this sentence.

Last paragraph on research strategies is misleading
especially pertaining to research priorities, vis a vis
ecomnomics and social sciences versus
biological/technical research. Before determining
aquaculture research priorities, the needs and
justification for aquaculture development in a specific
country/region should first be decided by
national policy makers and included in the coastal
and land use planning. Such macro planning usually
allows government to rationalize utilization and
allocation of its natural resources, establish
regulatory mechanisms and provide the basic
infrastructure needed for their development.
Appropriate land or water areas could be zoned either
for protection, conservation or for certain
development. Such zonation scheme takes into
consideration appropriateness of the designated
zone in terms of technical suitability, economic
viability, sociocultural acceptability and
environmental compatibility. Thus an aquaculture
zone indicates the size and suitability of the
designated area for a particular or a variety
of aquaculture activities taking into consideration
their relationship with existing and -future



developmental activities and the actions or

measures necessary to ensure sustainability.

Social and economic research should be carried out

within such a broader context.

Pg.25. Last sentence- I doubt if sewage is treated for re-

used in aquaculture systems in Indonesia. The cage

culture in sewage-fed running water uses raw sewage.

Pg.60. The proposal for a "small secretariat" attached to

the international set-up requires further

reconsideration with respect to its effectiveness and

leadership that an international institution is

supposed to play. FAO in many ways has operated along

the same line but this has not (eg. ADCP) proven to be

effective. Existing international or regional research

institutions can be strengthened to play the various

roles that have been outlined in the text. One of the

existing international research organizations can be

strengthened to play the coordinating role of research

in developing and developed nations, regional networks

and regional and national research institutions.

Pg. 61. The statement of Prof, Huisman is somewhat

misleading and should be modified to higlight the

importance and usefulness of scientists in national

institutions in the developing nations to work

alongside scientists in centres of excellence be it in

regional/national or international institutions or in

tropical aquaculture centers in the developed nations.
I am very disturbed with this division of scientists

from developed and developing nations indicated

throughout the text in Section IX. While in general it

may be acceptable that research scientists in developed

nations generally do good research work (although a

fair number are migrants from developing nations), many

outstanding research achievements in aquaculture were

made by scientists in the developing nations working on

conditions where facilities are much inferior. The

breakthrough in hormonal manipulation in fish breeding

and successful seed propagation technology of Chinese

carps, Indian carps, as well as the culture technology

for shrimp. seabass and groupers were all developed in

the developing nations. The closer linkage is good but

one cannot say that aquaculture will never develop if

cooperative research with developed nations scientists

are not realized.



Pg.bi. Paragraph 5- The high overhead cost of developed
nation universities/institutions undertaking tropical
aquaculture research and the differences in
development needs of the developed nations speak in
favour of the necessity to strengthen
regional/international institutions located in the
Third World region so that scientists from developed
nations can work in the region, to have better
understanding of the development needs of developing
nations and to work with scientists in the developing
nations to solve problems in the region. While we
should support the proposal to strengthen a closer
working relationship among scientists from developed
and developing nations, we certainly do not wish that
international aids or development assistance be used to
advance the concept of academic colonialism.

Pg.62. Second paragraph, second sentence- The suggestion
that research centers in developed countries would
concentrate on basic or strategic research while the
regional programs be primarily strategic and training
oriented, has repeatedly undersocred the total
incapability of national or regional institutions to do
basic research work. They will never be if such
suggestion is accepted without challeneges. The

document has earlier recognized the existence of
research institutions of excellence located in the
region (Pg.58). Why can't such institutions conduct
basic research? The Rubber Research Institute and Palm
Oil Reseach Institute are good examples where excellent
genetical research have contributed to substantial
growth of these two industries. The important thing is
to equip the regional institutions with good
scientists, good facilities and capable leadership with
minimal political intervention and we can be assured of
good research results. The main problem is that
scientists have no inputs to the types and research
they would want done in developing countries.

Pg.63
(a) It may be logical to assume that a single

international institution may not be able to
achieve the various activities indicated and may
result in the establishment of an enormous
infrastructure which will be costly to maintain.
However, establishment of regional aquaculture
institutions such as those under ADCP/FAO in
Africa and Latin America have also not achieved
the objectives. Certainly upgrading of exisiting
centers of excellence at national and regional
levels will definitely lead to the network of
centers of excellence in the region and therefore
provide the needed regional leadership. An
international coordinating body is again

essential.



(b) Last paragraph- The immediate need to improve
aquaculture development strategies is not just
limited to socioeconomic research only but should
also cover aquaculture developemnt planning and
policy formulation taking into consideration
competitive users of resources. Socio-economic
research should form part of resource allocation
and utilization study.

Pg.64. Requirements.
The practical functions of three task forces proposed
for Asia, Africa and Latin America are rather vague.
The structural organization should be indicated. Are
the task forces given the responsibility to undertake
the tasks described for the next 10-15 years or are
they just developed research protocol for the national

scientists?
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FOOD AND ORGANISATION ORGANIZACION
AGRICULTURE DES NATIONS DE LAS NACIONES -

F 0 ORGANIZATION UNIES POUR UNIDAS PARA
OF THE L'ALIMENTATION LA AGRICULTURA

* 4UNITED NATIONS ET L'AGRICULTURE Y LA ALIMENTACION x

Via delle Termedi Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 610181 FAO I Facsimile: 6799563 Telephone: 57971

Our Ref FI 7/17 Your Ref.:

Subject:

Dear Jean-Paul,

I attach for your information some comments that Fran
Henderson made on the aquacuLture report.

I have now sent the full collection round the Department
(with the exception of E. Africa) in the hope of getting some
comment and feedback in advance of our meeting in March. As
I will be away on home leave until 12 March, I would suggest
that you contact John Kambona (Ext. 6422) or Janet Webb
(Ext. 5889) if you have any enquiries about the meeting. I
understand it is to be held in F-107 from 26 to 28 March.
I will ask Dr Lindquist on behelf of the Steering Committee if
he would be prepared to open the meeting. Perhaps you could
inform Eduardo.

With regards.

Your sincerel ,

Davi James
Senior Fishery Industry Officer

Fish Utilization and Marketing Service
Fishery Industries Division

Dr Jean-Paul Troadec
SIFR Secretariat
c/o AGRPS N 5021
WorLd Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433
USA



David James 4 January 1990
SIFR coordinator, FII

F. Hendeko
Director, FIR

Report of Working Party on Research Needs for Aquaculture
Development

Thanks for letting me have a look at this preliminary
draft. There are a lot of good ideas in it, but it is
rather verbose and needs a lot of editing to clarify the
propositions and conclusions it contains. The following
comments may be of some use in your discussions of the
document at the next meeting of the steering group:

p.4 While appreciating the view of Francis Christy and
others that the use of property rights to fish stocks
"is not a discriminant" between fishing and aquaculture
in any strict sense, I still would maintain that it is a
useful indicator. The result of adopting a continuum
view of the fishing-aquaculture spectrum is the kind of
lack of clarity which results in this document, for
example, about the potentials and the research needs for
so-called culture-based fisheries. In my view (based
largely on freshwater fisheries in Africa), the major
management problems of "culture based fisheries",
whether in small ponds or large reservoirs or the great
lakes, are those concerned with conferring and enforcing
"use rights". It is only when that problem is solved
for the body of water in question that the possibility
of intervening in the the management of the stocks by
culture-type activities becomes economically feasible
without public subsidy, and a transition to
"aquaculture" can be made. I am quite willing to call
even a large pelagic fishery using factory ships
"aquaculture" provided that there is an effective use
rights allocation which would make it profitable for the
fishery to regulate its own fishing levels, and/or
replace the stocks with seed stocks produced in
appropriate hatchery facilities. But I am not willing
to call a reservoir fishery in which there is regular
stocking of fry but no effective control of harvesting
by the name "aquaculture"! I do compromise, however,
with the use of "culture-based" as a useful adjective to
describe the latter kind of fishery. Logically this
also means that culture-based fisheries generally entail
some fairly direct public subsidy from fuinding sources
not directly derived from the proceeds of the fishery.

FI 7/19

cc: Welcomme Nash Pedini (DDC) Coche Muir/Martinez
Garcia Insull Willmann FIRD(2) FI Reg (2)
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Thus, in my view, there is not too much point in
dwelling on "culture-based" fisheries in this report.
And in fact very little of substance has been said in
the report about them except to suggest that Latin
America and Africa should concentrate on this kind of
"aquaculture". It would be better to deal with these as
a specific issue for socio-economic research in
discussions of fishery research needs.

p 23. Paragraph 3. I am not convinced. I would rather
say that the tables were constructed on the assumption
that the research needs intensify and diversify as the
aquaculture systems intensify, an assumption which is
almost, but not quite tautological. Not quite because,
in my view, the more intensive systems can be less
demanding on "site factors" than extensive ones, hence
require rather less fine-tuning to local conditions.

p 23. The title of section 5.2.1. is misleading.
Presumably it should be "Chinese-type integrated farming
systems" as the section refers to research needs
everywhere, not just in China. Further the last
paragraph on page 25 doesn't fit even with the title
changed, and needs to be made as a separate point.

p.26 This section on economics, and the following one on
sociology, are treated at a more general level than the
previous ones, and describe the status of the
diosciplines rather than research needs as such.
Perhaps they should both be combined with their
corresponding sections in Chapter 6. I do agree in
principle with the statement at the end of the page, and
that the problem is that known economic methodologies
are little applied. I also would strongly support the
views expressed in the paragraph on page 29 about
applications. I would like to emphasize, however, that
economic analyses of small-scale, extensive and
semi-intensive aquaculture systems, like ecological
analyses, have to be carried out contextually or in
their environmental setting, ie. at several levels at
once. If the section is to be kept, it should address
the rationale behind the seemingly arbitrary evaluation
in table 7.

p.30-32 This is perhaps the place, if the section is kept-
separate from 6.1, to discuss the importance of
sociological studies to settling "use rights issues" and
how best to organize or coordinate group effort or
investment in extensive aquaculture and culture based
fisheries, in various types of social systems.
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p. 36-37. Continuing from the point I made above on
section 5.3, studies on production economics need to
address not only th task of defining typical values of
economic criteria for well defined aquaculture systems,
but also their variability across various agroecological
settings, types of social organization, along the
rural-urban axis, etc. It seems to me that much of the
lack of enthusiasm for studies of economics of
aquaculture is because there is too little study of how
the typical variables of an economic analysis can be
related in a general way to location variables. Unless
this is possible there is little value in such analyses
for planning. Another way to state the point is that
there is at present too little linkage between macro-
and micro- economic studies.

p. 39-40 Under genetics one should also mention
preservation/conservation of strains and germplasm, and,
in connection with cage culture and culture-based
fisheries, genetic conservation of wild stocks in the
presence of cultured strains.

p. 42 An important area of study in pathology that needs
more research is that of the production and
certification of disease-free seed stocks for both
internal use and international transfer. The problem of
detecting and controlling the distribution of
asymptomatic carriers is particularly problematic.

p. 44 Again making reference primarily to culture-based
fisheries, sea ranching, and even some forms of
extensive aquaculture, behavioural research is needed on
ways to restrict or predict the movements of fish,
and/or to attract fish to feeding devices or to
harvesting equipment.

p. 49 Section 7.1 While it is understood that the
working group was primarily concerned with public-funded
research, some reference should be made to innovative
(strategic) research carried out by private companies.
This has been a major source of funding for salmon and
shrimp culture, and for much of the current research
being carried out on such species as cod, halibut,
plaice, etc. It has also been rather long-term
research, which, partly because rather new areas are
being explored, is of a much more discipline-oriented
nature than much of conventional R & D work. The
important issues are not whether research should be
publically or privately funded, but rather how to
coordinate the research being carried out by producers
and that which needs to be supported publically.

p. 50 Last paragraph, 1st sentence I assume that the
word "not" has been ommitted inadvertently!
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p. 64 I have considerable reservations about section B.
In the case of programme (i) my problem is the one
mentioned above, that the combinations of possible
operations are not only numerous, but impractically
large, to approach in conventional ways. A real effort
has to be made to quantitatively formalize comparative
studies of aquaculture systems, and to link these
studies to local site and social factors within as well
as across agro-ecological zones and farming systems
(themselves equally variable within the broad classes by
which they are usually described).

Under (ii), I do not accept that the full
potentials of lakes, reservoirs and other open systems
have not been developed for lack of scientific
investigation or knowledge. We know very well how to
improve the productivity of these systems very
substantially. We do not know how to obtain effective
collaboration of fishermen and the public in general in
putting the methods in place (e.g. control of effort or
of use rights by a variety of means), or even public
agreement that it has high enough priority to warrant
financing the traditional modes of enforcement. I do

agree that this is an important area of international
collaboration in scientific social and economic
research.

I also question whether open systems are the "only

sustainable aquaculture for rural populations in Africa
and Latin America in the short run". I'm quite sure
that several forms of aquaculture will prove sustainable
on these continents during the next few years, but only
in relatively restricted areas and circumstances. I
would thus accept that open-systems may provide the only
significant increases in fish production in inland
waters on these continents in the near future.



IDA INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT ANTHROPOLOGY

99 COLLIER STREET, PO. BOX 2207, BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK 13902 USA
Telephone (607) 772-6244 FAX (607) 773-8993 Telex 932433 Cable DEVANTHRO BINGHAMTON, NY

27 December 1989

Mr. Jean-Paul Troadec
Team Leader
Study of International Fisheries Research
The World Bank
1818 H. Street, N. W.
Washington D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Troadec:

Thank you for sending me a copy of the draft report of the
Working Party on Research Needs for Aquaculture Development.
Thank you also for the very nice note. I enjoyed the workshop
tremendously and learned a lot, and I also enjoyed meeting you
and the other participants.

You ask for suggested modifications of the report. In my
review of the document I have focused on Part VI, specifically
section 6.1 Social Sciences. Instead of trying to comment on
each sub-section separately, I thought it would be more efficient
to re-write the entire section along the same guidelines. Would
you consider replacing VI.6.1 with what I have enclosed? For
your convenience, in addition to a hard copy, I am sending you a
diskette (WordPerfect 5.0).

Please accept my warmest wishes for a very happy new year.

Sincerely,

Muneera Salem-Murdock
Senior Research Associate



6.1 Social Sciences

6.1.1 Present State of Knowledge

Three areas of socioeconomic and cultural investigation can

shed important light on the development and conduct of socio-
economic inquiry in the field of aquaculture: cultural change,

innovation, and diffusion; farming systems research and

extension; and, household dynamics and the organization of

production.

Many anthropological and sociological studies have been

conducted on innovation and cultural diffusion and models to

predict the acceptability or rejection of these innovations have

been developed. Some of the conclusions reached by these studies

are: (i) innovations should be compatible with the aspirations,

needs, desires, and socioeconomic, political, and environmental

conditions of the target populations; (ii) the new ideas,

methods, or technical innovations should be communicated clearly

to the concerned populations; (iii) the target population will

accept or reject a given innovation depending on whether it

serves a perceived need or desire.

Similarly, numerous studies have been conducted on farming

systems, household dynamics, and the organization of production.

In all the production systems examined (e.g., dryland farming,

recession cultivation, irrigation, herding, fishing), scientists

have identified and studied the factors that are also likely to

be of importance in aquaculture research. Areas of investigation

relevant to the socioeconomics of aquaculture are:

(1) Social Organization

Although rural communities are often presented in the

development literature as if they were internally homogeneous,
again and again social science has demonstrated their internal

diversity, reflecting in a local area the larger social division

of labor and relations of production. The indices of

segmentation are many and may include class, ethnicity, kinship,

caste, gender, occupation, and political, and religious

affiliation. These are made relevant in differential access to

and control over the means of production (land, labor, and

capital). In each target community, researchers will need to

identify and analyze the conditions under which various

attributes are made relevant in the struggle for access to

strategic resources.
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(2) Organization of Production

Rural communities in the developing world are increasingly

incorporated into the global economy. The degree of

incorporation and its effects on the community are functions of

specific histories. Hence, the situation is everywhere dynamic,

and these communities are in constant process of transition.
Commodity relations of production tend to compete with other,

more domestic or communal relations. Thus, although the overall

direction is clearly to greater commoditization, it is critical

to specify the situation for each target community. In order

realistically to assess the needs of a target population and more

effectively to plan project intervention that will generate

equitable and sustainable development of a whole region, a
detailed and dynamic study of the organization of production of

the concerned populations is vital. Aquaculture development,

according to scale, will carry with it complex innovations that

will require technical and organizational skills, labor inputs,

and socioeconomic roles that might not be present in traditional

systems of production. The organization of production can be

investigated from many avenues:

(a) Units of Production/Distribution/Consumption

What is the unit of production? Is it the individual, the
household (what is meant by "household"?), a group of
households, the clan, the village? Do production units
differ from group to group? Do they differ within a group?

Why? How? What are the units of consumption? Do they

coincide with production units? Who has authority over

distribution and what are the mechanisms utilized?

(b) Economic Activities

-- What economic activities exist in the area? Attention

should be paid to all activities, including farming,
herding, fishing, forestry, crafts, wage labor, and other
non-agricultural activities. Potential competition for

resources attendant on the introduction of aquacultural
interventions must be specified.

-- What are the farming systems in the area? Close

attention should be paid to the range of crops grown, the

division of labor and the economic roles of women and

children, methods of cultivation,the availability of credit,
both formal and informal, and whether livestock production

is integrated with farm activities or animal traction
utilized. What is the likelihood that aquaculture might

compete with present landuse?

-- What farm practices, including farming cycles, are

followed?
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-- What is the nature of the marketing system?

-- What are the incentives and constraints on productivity?

-- Will aquaculture production conflict with other economic

activities, especially agricultural practices? Can it be

integrated with animal and plant production?

-- If fishing is a prominent economic activity in the area,
who are the fishermen ethnically and in class terms? Is

fishing a year-round or a seasonal occupation? Are the

fishermen also farmers? How does planting and harvesting
affect time of fishing?

-- Will aquaculture compete with capture fishing? To whose

benefit?

(3) Inter- and Intra-household Differential Access to Resources

of Land, Labor and Capital

Researchers will quantify households resources in land,
livestock, and other forms of capital and will anticipate the

impact on differential access to resources of introducing new

technologies and the reverse. As resources are researched it is

important to remember that households are highly differentiated

internally. It is therefore critical to ascertain which
household member(s) have which kind of control over which

resources, and which members perform which kinds and amounts of

labor. Also, what is the likelihood that the introduction of the

new technology will increase gender inequalities, elitism, and
social stratification?

(4) Land/Water Tenure and Use

Land/water tenure and landuse rights have been shown to be

the framework within which traditional farming and herding

patterns operate. As such, they often play key roles in

determining the propensity among farmers for technology adoption.

Thus, a study of land/water tenure and use should be undertaken

in any development effort, whether it is irrigation, livestock,

or aquaculture. Some of the questions t raise are:

(a) Who owns and controls the land?

(b) Who has access to land of different kinds?

(c) What are the conditions under which this access is

maintained?

(d) What impact do present land tenure systems have on

agricultural productivity?
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(e) Does field location make a difference in land use
decisions and why?

(f) Is there a correlation between access to land and crop
selection?

(g) Will new tenure systems come into direct conflict with

traditional tenure? If so, how will that affect project
sustainability? Is there anything that can be done at the

planning stage to avoid or minimize conflict?

(5) Division of Labor by Gender/Age/Status

A comprehensive understanding of the local economy

necessitates a thorough examination of existing division of

labor. Often, planners fail to take the traditional division of

labor and the role of women and children into consideration. For

example, although it is will documented that women are the

primary food producers in much of Africa, food production

projects are too often designed and implemented almost
exclusively in terms of male heads of households. Men receive
the land, technical and agricultural inputs, and credit. Women

may receive little but increased burdens and dependency on men.

This increased dependency might have negative nutritional and

health implications since women's reduced ability to dispose of

household resources is likely to affect the quality and quantity

of foods available for them and their children.

(6) Labor Availability, Strategies, and Migration.

(7) Household Decision Making

Since households are the ultimate implementors of

development projects the processes by which household decisions

are made should be an important component of the research
portfolio. Household decisions are informed by issues such as

household composition, labor availability, access to resources

(including political and social resources), income, and

education.

(8) Marketing and Rural/Urban Exchange.

6.1.2 Shortcomings

Little systematic investigation of the issues discussed

above has been conducted specifically in the context of

aquacultural development. Although several of the factors

demonstrated relevant in the context of other production and
farming systems are likely to be of relevance in aquacultural
research and development, it is naive to assume they will carry

5



the same weight. The critical issues are likely to differ

between countries where aquaculture is a new and unfamiliar

activity, those where it is of minor importance, and others where

it is already important but of a different scale. The

introduction of aquaculture or its intensification is likely to

involve profound technical, and institutional changes and implies

the evolvement of new adaptive strategies on part of the new

users. For example, conflicts over the ownership rights and use

of the newly introduced resources, in the absence of adequate

institutional arrangements to regulate and resolve them, are

likely to take entirely different forms and expressions.

These and other issues have to be re-examined and re-

analyzed in the context of the broader revision of rights over

the fishery resources and the uses of aquatic environments,
raised by the full exploitation of the former, the

diversification of uses of the latter (including pollution), and

the effects of open-access on their efficient utilization and the

resolution of conflicts over both. Accordingly, all likely

relevant issues have to be re-identified and reformulated in the

light of new opportunities for aquaculture development and new

needs for fishery ecosystem management.

6.1.3 Future Plans

To correct the wide gap in our knowledge of aquacultural

socioeconomic, the following reviews and investigations are

suggested.

(1) Immediate Actions

* Review the state-of-the-art in the socioeconomics of

aquaculture. This will include a compilation of existing

literature, including the relevant knowledge derived from other

production systems and their historical developments, a partially
annotated bibliography (annotations of works that are

specifically relevant to aquaculture research and development),

and an identification of the present gap in knowledge.

* A draft copy of the paper will be used as a background

document for a seminar to be attended by relevant experts; the

purpose of the meeting will be to discuss preliminary findings
and conclusions, to prepare a preliminary field research

strategy, and to formulate a field research agenda.

(2) Long-term Research

The meeting referred to above will produce a framework for:

* initiating field research on identified topics in selected

regions;

6



* data analysis and interpretation of research results;

* formulation of principles, guidelines, and scenarios for

socioeconomically sound development of small-scale aquaculture.

7



RPPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE
INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE AGRONOMIQUE
CENTRE DE RECHERCHES DE BORDEAUX

STATION D'HYDROBIOLOGIE
de Saint-Pee-sur-Nivelle F

NUTRITION DES POISSONS Mr Jean-Paul TROADEC
Team Leader, SIFR
The World Bank
1818 H Streer, N.W.,

V / Ref.: Washington DC, 20433, USA

N/Ref.: SK/89/ 7 L J

Objet : Saint-Pee-sur-Nivelle, le 20 decembre 1989

Dear Mr Troadec,

I am in receipt of your letter and the draft report of
the SIFR working party meeting held last september in Paris.
As I was a participant of the second session, I can only limit
my comments on that part.

With regard to the nutrition research inputs, with
which I was particularly concerned, I feel that all that was
said during the meeting is rightly drawn into the minutes.
There is nothing much to add or change.

Of the rest of the meeting, two other points appear to
me personally as important. I believe that there is an over
emphasis on socio-economic research. While I agree that this
aspect should not have been neglected in the past, the African
experience may not be considered as the unique model for
setting forth future actions over the world. In some other
parts of the world, there have been significant efforts
towards research by the local established socio-economic
scientists themselves, and it is my sincere belief that much
knowledge can be gained by the already existing analytical
data. On ne doit pas essayer de rdinventer l'eau chaude.

A second point which appears to me as having too much
emphasis in the draft report is on the potentially high role
of the tropical aquaculture research institutes of the
northern/western hemisphere. As it appears from the reports of
the first session, part at least of the current stagnation in
the aquaculture front in some parts of the world derives from
bad planning of research and development by the existing
developed country institutes where vested interests have
probably played a major role. It might then be questionable
whether the current developed country institutes having had
some significant role in the planning of the past tropical

INRA.Station d'hydrobiologie de St-PCe-sur-Nivelle
BP. 3 ~ 64310 Saint-Pee-sur-Nivelle ~ v 59 5410 54 ~ Telex 560 892 F ~ Telecopie 59 54 5152



aquaculture development are the right partners or should other
partners be looked for. Their own roles require finer tuning,
based on past achievemnts and in the context of the present
exercise. These are just my personal comments.

A point of importance : page 69. I originate from
India, but am a French National, working for INRA!

May I also take this opportunity to wish you a very
happy new year.

Yours Sincerely,

Dr S.J. Kaushik
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UNIVERSITETET I TRONDHEIM
e NORGES TEKNISKE HOGSKOLE

INSTITUTT FOR BIOTEKNOLOGI Var dato 2 9 1 2 8 89 - referanse AJ/ j a

D Var saksbehandler, innvalgstelefon Deres dato - referanse

Mr. Jean-Paul Troadec,
Study of International Fisheries Research,
The World Bank,
1818 H Street N.W.,
WASHINGTON D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Troadec.

Thank you for your letter of December 11 1989 and for the draft

report, which arrived here in the middle of my exam period.

I have just corrected and graded 144 exams in Biochemistry and

15 in Marine production, and there has therefore been little

time to go through the draft report.

I have, however, skimmed through it, and I must confess that I

am impressed with what you have managed to abstract from the va-

rious rather variable contributions. The chapter on biotechno-

logy is very correct and to the point. This section I have read

carefully. I am planning to go through the whole draft in the

beginning of January, and I can send you comments, provided I

feel they might be helpful. They will then arrive after the

dead-line, so you may not be able to use them.

Finally I should like to express my gratitude for being invited

to part-take in the work. The meeting in Paris was very interesting

and useful to me. I did learn a lot about aquaculture and people.

I am sending my best wishes for the New Year,

Sincerely yours,

Arne Jefse
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NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF FISHERIES SCIENCE
5-5-1 Kachidoki Chuo-ku Tokyo 104

Telephone (03) 531-1221

Dec. 21, 1989 TeleFax (03) 533.5693

Dr. Jean-Paul Troadec
The World Bank
1818H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Troadec:

Thank you very much sending me a copy of draft report on the
SIFR Working Party on Research Needs for Aquaculture Development.
I appreciate very much inviting me to join the working party. It
was some experience for me working with you.

I would like make one comment on this report. It is stated in
the report that even research aiming at quick results through
technological introduction had made some positive contributions to
the development of aquaculture in the developing countries. So I
still believe that applied, locally targeted, adaptive research or
technology transfer of immediate application to development and
management are more important than pure basic research for the
developing countries to achieve quatum jump in aquaculture without
making redundancy. From longer term point of view, however, I
agree with your opinion that basic research providing universally
relevant new knowledge via testing of hypothesis and experiments
should be initiated in a certain institutes of the developing
country because all good teaching, research training and planning
for the longer term had to be based on at least some element of
basic science takinq place in a country.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Sincerely yours,

Takeshi Murai
Research Coordinator
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6.2 - Economics

The economics of aquaculture is primarily an applied discipline,
involving the application of various sub-disciplines in economics and commerce

to the field of aquaculture. It is also a fairly recent discipline, and so far

very few scientific analyses have been undertaken.

Economics can be used to analyze both single projects and sector
development. In addition, cost-benefit analysis of research projects relating

to aquaculture may be undertaken.

As far as theoretical economics goes, one can envisage research in

the following areas:

- optimal feeding and harvesting in aquaculture,

- optimal rotation,

- polyculture,

- the issue of property and use rights.

In the last years, a number of theoretical analyses of optimal feeding,

harvesting and rotation have been undertaken. In most instances, it appears

optimal to harvest all fish at the same time. This is in contrast to the
practice of continual harvesting over some period of time. Problems relating

to continual harvesting and feeding have not yet found their solution in the

literature. The same relates to polyculture. This is, however, a matter of

joint production (cf. multi-species fisheries), but the analysis needs to be

extended to the context of aquaculture.

The issue of property or use rights varies widely from culture system to

culture system. While private property rights exist for some systems, others

resemble the open access situation of capture fisheries. This is particularly

true for certain kinds of extensive aquaculture, e.g. ocean-ranching.

In the same way as for capture fisheries, the implications of property and
use rights systems for aquaculture need to be researched. The problems relate

to the allocation of rights, the tenure and the content of the rights.
Moreover, issues related to private or communal rights need to be analyzed.

In the field of applied economics, analyses should be expanded in

the following areas:

(a) the development of aquaculture:

Essentially, this would be an economic analysis of the development

of aquaculture (economic history). The primary purpose would be to
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analyze which factors are of critical importance to the successful
development of aquaculture.

(b) production economics:

Aquaculture is traditionally defined to be extensive, semi-intensive
or intensive, usually on the basis of the usage of certain inputs
such as feed and fertilizer. From an economic view point, this may
not be a very meaningful definition. Economic criteria for the
classification of aquaculture (e.g. investment costs per unit of
production capacity or the labour/capital ratio should be
established and economic analyses undertaken on this basis.

In particular, one would like to analyze the following factors:

* production efficiency (cost of production), including
economies of scale,

* productivity,
* substitution between factors of production,
* externalities.

In addition to comparisons according to the level of intensity, one
should undertake comparative- analyses for the culture of different
species in different countries. As in capture fisheries,
externalities are very important in aquaculture, although the nature
of problems is different. Aquaculture produces externalities that
affect both aquaculture entities and other activities. Similarly,
aquaculture is affected by externalities from outside sources.
Questions related to externalities are dealt with in the general
economics literature. Only few applications have to date been made
to aquaculture.

In general, economic analyses in one field of aquaculture would
consist of the following elements:

- market analysis,
- market structure,
- institutions,
- production economics,
- investment analysis,
- financial analysis.

An economic analyses of aquaculture development will always start
with a market analysis, as an actual or perceived demand is a
precondition for successful development. While market supplies from
capture fisheries are limited by nature, this is commonly not the
case for aquaculture, where market demand may be the limiting factor
for development.

In other words, where supply is limited by nature and demand is
continuing to increase, this will result in an increasing real price
of the product and create a potential for aquaculture. Whether
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to product.

Market structure and institutions influence how products are
marketed. Moreover, the relationships between different agents
determine both the efficiency of the distributions channels and
profit margins for different kinds of economic agents.

For given constraints imposed by the market and institutions,
production economics, investment and finalcial analyses deal with

the economic viability of the micro units. In other words, these

are economic planning tools to determine the profitability of
aquaculture operations.

6.3 - Physiology

Within the following investigations, a useful distinction could be

made between programs aiming at improving husbandry techniques and those,
conducted on a few species models, aiming at acquiring the basic knowledge
needed for the long-term developement of the branch. This includes also the
development of research tools (e.g., tissue culture techniques for

investigations in pathology). These considerations should be kept in mind when

consulting the following lists. They simply provide a general framework. Within

the justification for short- and long-term research priority of each item must

be modulated, depending on the farming systems, their development stages and

the species under consideration.

6.3.1 - Reproductive biology

The control of reproduction responds to different objectives in
aquaculture. These goals are listed below. As already emphasized, their
relevance will vary according to the farming systems under consideration.

(a) Conservation and enhancement of natural reproduction (habitat

management):

* protection of natural spawning grounds;

* preparation of articifical spawning grounds;

(b) Control of spawning (by inhibition or by stimulation):

* age at puberty (first sexual maturity): this control can have
different purposes: early reproduction for fry production, or

delayed reproduction to spare growth potential;
* reproduction cycles: production of eggs at any season,

synchronization (to maximize the synchronous production of
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NORGES HANDELSHY SKOLE FISKERIOKONOMISK INSTITUTT
Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration INSTITUTE OF FISHERIES ECONOMICS

Bergen, December 22, 1989

Dr. Jean Paul Troadec
Team leader, SIFR, AGRPS

Room N5025
The World Bank
Washington, D.C.
USA

Dear Dr. Troadee,

EnClOBed please find a revised version 
of section 6.2. Some

of Dr. Christy's comments have been included (points 1, 3

and 4).

I would like to do some more work on 
this document and will

submit the final version on December 28.

Have a Merry Christmas!

Yo sincerely,

Trond Bjorndal
Associate Professor

Enclosures
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Trond Sjryndal

6.2 ECONOMICS

The economics of aquaculture is primarily an applied dis-

cipline, involving the application of various subdisciplines

in economics and commercelto the field of aquaculture. It is

also a fairly recent discipline, and so far very few scienti-

fic analyses have been undertaken.

Economics can be used to analyze both single projects and sec-

tor development. In addition, cost-benefit analysis of rese-

arch projects relating to aquaculture may be undertaken.

As far as theoretical economics goes, one can envisage

research in the following area4:

- optimal feeding and harvesting in aquaculture

- Optimal rotation

- Polyoulture

- The issue of property and use rights.

in the last years, a number of theoretical analyses of optimal

feeding, harvesting and rotation have been undertaken. In

most instances, it appears optimal to harvest all fish at the

same time. This is in contrast to the practice of continual

harvesting over some period of time, Problems relating to

continual harvesting and feeding have not yet found their so-

lution in the literature. The same relates to polyculture.

This is, however, a matter of joint production (of. multi-

species fisheres), but the analysis needs to be extended 
to

the context of aquaculture.

- 1-
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The issue of property or use rights varies widely from culture

system to culture system. While private property rights exist

for some systems, others resemble the open access situation of

capture fisheries. This is particularly true for certain

kinds of extensive aquaculture, e.g. ocean-ranching.

In the same way as for capture fisheries, the implications of

property and use rights systems for aquaculture need to be

researched. The problems relate to the allocation of rights,

the tenure and the content of the rights. Moreover, issues

related to private or communal rights need to be analyzed.

In the field of applied economics, research should be promoted

in the following areas:

a. The development of aquaculture.

Essentially, this would be an economic analysis of the

development of aquaculture (economic history). The primary

purpo. would be to analyze which factors are of critical

importance to the successful development of aquaculture.

b. Production economiCs.

Aquaculture is traditionally defined to be extensive semi-

intensive or intensive, usual on the basis of the usage

of certain inputs such as feed and -ertilizer. Prom an

economic viewpoint, this may not be a very meaningful

definition.

Economic criteria for the classification of

aquaculture (e.g. investment costs per unit of production

capacity or the labour/capital ratio should be established

and economic analyses undertaken on this basis. In

-2-
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particular, one would like to analyze the following

factors:

- production efficiency (cost of production), including

economies of scale

- productivity

- substitution between factors of production

- externalities.

In addition to comparisons according to the level of in-

tensity, one should undertake comparative analyses for the

culture of different species and for different countries.

As in capture fisheries, externalities are very important

in aquaculture, although the nature of problems is

different. Aquaculture produces externalities that

affect both aquaculture entities and other activities.

Similary, aquaculture is affected by externalities from

outside sources.

Questions related to externalities are dealt with in the

general economics literature. Only few applications have-

to date been made to aquaculture.

In general economic analyses in the field of aquaculture would

consist of the following elements:

- Market analysis

Market structure

- Institutions

- Production economics

- Investment analysis

- Financial analysis.

- 3 -
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An economic analyses of aquaculture development will always

start with a market analysis, as an actual or perceived demand

is a precondition for successful development. While market

supplies from capture fisheries are limited by nature, 
this is

commonly not the case for aquaculture, where market demand may

be the limiting factor for development.

In other words, where supply is limited by nature and demand

is continuing to increase, this will result in an increasing

real price of the product and create a potential for aquacul-

ture. Whether aquaculture will affect market price is likely

to vary from product to product.

Market structure and institutions influence how products are

marketed. Moreover, the relationships between different

agents determine both the efficiency of the distributions

channels and profit margins for different kinds of economic

agents.

For given constraints imposed by the market and institutions,

production economics, investment and financial analyses deal

with the economic viability of the micro units. In other

words, these are economic planning tools 'to determine the p

fitability of aquaculture operations.

**END***
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AUT
Asian Institute of Technotogy

G.P.0, Box 2754 * Bangkok 10501 eThailand * Tel. 5290100, 5290041, 5290081 * a ; AT-BANGKOK * T9elx . 84276TH a FAX, (862620374

Division of Agricultural & Food Engineering

20th December 1989

Dr. Jean-Paul Troaden
Team Leader
Study of International Fisheries
Research

The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
Fax No.(202)477-1234, (202)477-6391

Dear Jean-Paul,

I was pleased to receive the Draft Report on the SIFR Working Party or
Research Needs for Aqua culture Development. I felt even more ple sed after
reading i bec e it does represent a remarkable consensus for suck a diverse
group of people. The scenario presented in pages 64 & 65 is indeed fesIble and
should carry consid rablc weight as it im supported by weighty arguments in the
text of the draft.

My coiienta as follows t

1. p2. Should the first objective not also include mention ot the shor -term (<
10 years) potential contribution of research? After all this was the
emphasis of the first Workshop.

2. p4, paragraph 1. Pxtensive systems most certainly 9q "dom'nate .n
physi teins the world aquacul Wure production". FAifish are the Largest
conrts x ty i terms of toimage and most are raise in smi-intensive systems.
Sivalses ma: be a loe cod but they romprise mainly inedible sheU and
most are ia i i e p. oountries we are talking abcut researdh needs
and xotert > f-r developr vont-ies where the poteria f o shellf ish is
constrai ned by s verai fact r. I uggest you delete the whole sentence.
It is not ar jr atc aLeo to l t arge vater bodi whi- .h are of
limited area ii many countries, a e di ficult to manage techni lly and
socially are f little rev#n e to sm l-scale f.me the single Moat
populou (& nee r

3. p4, last ara should be rewritten. I accept yotur point that
aquaculture devopmen until recently has been impedei by the availability
of wild fish However, your reference to the "fluidity" of aquatic
ecosystems nanily applies to extensive open water systems and hardly to the
important semi-intensive land based systems, I suggest you add
" partiflarly in extensive open water systems" at the end of the third
sentence. owever, .1 would rather see you delete the last two sentences in
the paragraph.

2/...
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Dr.Jean-Paul Troadec - 2 - 20 Dec.1989
The World Bank, USA

4 rAparagraph 2. While meitioning that applied re;h ca
- Live returms" the impression is give tht wt h h h

orward and hardly worthy of suppourt. It ij in ft t.
to edtablish effective n ltA--discIilnary teavr.- and e
current aquacu l um: produc t on conm ar ed to cnsy
To l snghen the vr'agraph and t. better indicate e
of rese ie c em: o h (the onl y 1 -*rch I wish 7o t.n orne w. .ed u
I ant to live to see the fruits of Mu ldeavours: I ' t yo znc.

ra~ra g 2 as foll]o:a "Although the estabLa . . d o u c ti-
dIs<pizary te is d-f-Ficult, t , should ideriH y -(A v .
eonst irt~ to quadti Loe d&v opent with 1i&inm irac a ,
productI. i r.y ountr es"

5. p6, on 2. I did not, say "population dynamics" but"rorc agent
which is boder and inclides feed / fertilizer inputs ae well ar 'Q' stOCk
being rlturedi,

6. pG Tr The 1wual tarm a agro-ecotogical zones pather than "eco-
'g3ituas .ones" as written (written twive), The terw agro,-eological

zone is o7 sc used elseWhere in the repcrt.

7. p8, Irra h 3A Does th devel ent of extnsive todes of culture depend
onT 'ct:vely eihance natural recruiitment of wild population&? Surely

extnsve ulureca be basd onrpae sto'king Afether htchery
produC d dt the 'urpse? ' a. .orrecT u'ing the '
later de tion of the mei*tin but not for the one I orig~inlly presented
(see point q below)

8. p8. pergraph 4 . urhap yoi 'boud also add anciei simn eant negative
effect Of d 'nity -Apert prosa : dced gtA rae the stock.

9. I regr 1 to say that you should delete Tables 2a & 2b as they are based on a
diffrt d of extensi- / atmi-ntensive . o iucceedig 'Tables
and "x t. InA ,le i 2) b th+ six mjor sets o m have ben, dfined
on th basis of

( i Coasta.l n-ian ytems ,-d
(ii)~Lalil 1.e ve n auooa cnp i) eiitesv (aiuin ot

f'ert lla 21 an~' ~'d/or suppleientary feed, natural foodi still rt
eird Pntensiv c ystems (f sh are ffedi complete ditets and nturaI f'xxd ha~s
little cr no nutritrioa irorta.nct.),

However, thei~ definirion of' aq Iture 4ae later idene to i d ranching
or 'I herles e~nha men o. 'he ocean fArd ope co tl .nd i and waters, a

term t which "exensiove" waf then applied, The ater dii tion ofaemi-
inte ive inclu1ades both extenie and semi-intnsive cat -govie of the

initial aificatn.
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FISHERIES/AQUACULTURE
BRIEFING

Due to the increased importance of living aquatic
resources to human nutrition, LDC economics, and the

environment, the S&T Office of Agriculture has conducted
a sector analysis, including trends within the Agency.

Dr. Clarence Idyll
distinguished aquatic resource scientist

will report on the sector analysis

Room 5951-NS
(Administrator's Conference Room)

Tuesday, November 14
1000 to 1200
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OBJECTIVES OF FISHERIES BRIEFING

o Demonstrate the importance of Fishery Production
to Food Security and Economic Growth to
Developing Countries

o Summarize Worldwide and U.S. Support and
Assistance to Fisheries Development

o Demonstrate the Experience and Comparative
Advantage of U.S. Expertise in Fisheries

o Recommend Focus for USAID Fisheries Program
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Relative Importance of Fish
as Source of Animal Protein
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World Fish Catch
By Type of Utilization
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Million Metric Tons Population (Billions)
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WORLD FISHERIES HARVEST
By Continent
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WORLD FISHERIES HARVEST
Developing vs. Developed Countries

Metric Tons (millions)
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1986 DEVELOPING NATION FISHERIES HARVEST
Top Ten A.I.D.-Recognized Countries

Pakistan Peru

Indonesia
2.5

Bangladesh
0.8

Morocco Ecuador
0.61

India Philippines
21.9

Burma
Thailand 0.6

2.1

J

Catch in Millions of Metric Tons
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WORLD FISHERIES HARVEST
By Origin of Catch

Metric tons (millions)
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Inland Includes aquaculture
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF SHALL-SCALE

FISHERMEN IN THE SOUTHEAST ASIAN

AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC REGIONS

Country Fishermen

Southeast Asia
Brunei 325
China 1,678,000
Hong Kong 7,900
Indonesia 860,800
Kampuchea 1,600
Malaysi4 65,000
Philippines 500,665-
Singapore 650
Taiwan 181,000
Thailand 60,000
Vietnam 187,000

Subtotal 3,543,440

Southwest Pacific 230,000

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Adapted frou Smith 1979

0A. International, Inc.
Morey House, Placerville, California
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CONSTRAINTS TO FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT

o Size and Sustainability of Fisheries Resources

o Common Property Nature of the Resource

o Vulnerability of Fisheries Resources to
Environmental Degradation

o Inadequacy of Knowledge Base

o 200-Mile Limit - Access and Responsibility for
Resource

o Lack of Institutional Support for Fishery
Management, Aquaculture, Environmental Protection

o Infrastructure and Institutions for Processing,
Marketing, and Distribution
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Effort (cost)

VALUE Yield

COST b

EFFORT
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WAYS TO INCREASE FISH CONSUMPTION

o Greater Production from-improved Management

- Restore Overfished Stocks
- Reduce Pollution and Habitat Destruction
- Develop Improved Tools for Stock Assessment

Through Research

o Convert Fishmeal Production to Direct Consumption

o Reduce Post-harvest Loss

- Utilization of By-catch
- Improved Processing and Storage Technology

o Expand Aquaculture Production

- Research (Pond dynamics, Nutrition, Genetics,
Disease)

- Technology Transfer (New technology, Improved
Pond Management)
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FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
1978 AND 1984
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COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE OF U.S. FISHERIES INSTITUTIONS

o U.S. Competence in Fisheries and Aquaculture is
Unmatched

o U.S. is a Major Fishing Nation -- Sixth in World

o Well-developed Public/Private Mechanism for
Development of Policy -- "Conservation Ethic"

o Pioneer in Science of Biometrics/Population
Dynamics -- U.S. remains Preeminent

o Strong Federal, State, and University Fisheries
Research Centers

o World Leaders in Aquaculture Sciences - Water
Quality, Genetics, Nutrition, Induced Breeding,
Disease

o World Renowned Fisheries and Aquaculture
Training Facilities

o World Leader in Science, Technology and Policy for
Protection of Aquatic Environment
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Major Fishing Nations
1986 Harvest

USSR
11.3

Japan
Thai land 12

2.1

Peru
5.6

Philippines
1.9

Chile 
China5.6 8

USA India
4.9 Korea 2.93.1

Catch in Millions of Metric Tons
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SUCCESS STORIES -- FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE

o Jamaica --Development of Commercial Farming of
Tilapia

o Djibouti -- Fish Production and Resource
Management

o Rwanda -- National Fish Culture Project
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RECOMMENDATIONS

o Review Size and Scope of A.I.D.'s Fisheries and
Aquaculture Program
- Importance of Fish for Food
- Importance of Fish for Employment and Income
- Importance Scientifically-sound Management for

Sustained Production
- Relationship to Protection of Aquatic Environment

o Focus Fisheries Development Program. Priorities:
- Small-scale (Artisanal) Fisheries
- Integration into Programs for Small Farmers
- Stock Assessment to Permit Rational Resource

Management for Sustainable Fisheries Production
- Protection of Aquatic Ecosystems

o Improve Internal Administrative and Technical
Capabilities
- Sustained Program of Fisheries and Aquaculture

Information to Missions and LDC Officials
- Improve Agency-wide Coordination of Fisheries

Programs and Projects
- Enhance Technical Capability for Internal Review

and Evaluations
- Develop Capability in Economics of Aquaculture

and Fisheries
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Foreign Fishery Developments

so -tC

Recent Trends In
World Fish Harvests 01.

19W0 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 W

Figure 1.-World fisheries catch,
1960-86.

The world catch of fish, shellfish, and this could be affected by a wide variety
other aquatic organisms reached an all- of economic and climatic factors. The
time record of nearly 90 million metric 1986 increase was primarily due to the Table 1.-Annual worM s catch
tons (t) in 1986, according to a prelim- expanded Asian and, to a lesser extent, I"c'"as 1110"6.

inary estimate prepared by the Food and Latin American catches. Nearly 40 per- Catch (million Psrt

Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the cent of the total world catch is taken by Y mti 1") 1
United Nations (UN). The estimated Asian countries, including Japan, which 190 721 1.4

t 1986 catch was a 5 percent increase over dominate the world fishing industry. 1m -r' a 25

the previous record catch of 85.5 million The most rapidly growing catch, how- 9 77.3 0.

t set in 1986.1.2 Despite warnings from ever, is in Latin America, where fish- Iem as. 2.5

environmentalists concerned with rising ery catches have increased by 60 per- 4. 68Avers"3.4

levels of pollution, fishermen, are con- cent since 1980. Source: FAO "Yearbook of Fishery
tinuing to report increasing fishery sCath fccrases
catches. Since 1980, the world fisheries
catch has increased an impressive 25 The world fisheries catch has grown
percent. Developing countries are re- steadily since 1980. Annual increases

sponsible for most of the increased have ranged from a high of 7.9 percent ery development programs as a result of

catch. in 1984 to a low of 0.6 percent in 1983 the world debt crisis. Many developing
Preliminary data suggest that efforts (Iable 1). The small 1983 increase was countries have benefited from commer-

by developing countries in the southern primarily caused by the effects of both cial joint venture arrangements with

hemisphere to expand their fishing in- the 1982-83 El Nino event in the Eastern distant-water fishing companies which

dustries will result in continued in- Pacific and sharp price increases for in many cases have limited opportunities

creases through the year 2000, although fuel. Some observers suggested that the in their local fisheries and, as a result,
world fisheries catch was leveling off at have maintained their involvement in

'Ths rabout 70 million tons in the early 1970's overseas fisheries.

of the NMFS Branch of Foreign Fisheries Anal- (Fig. 1). The collapse of the Peruvian The NMFS Branch of Foreign Fish-

ysis. Dennis Vkidner coordinated the project and anchovy fishery in 1971-72 did cause eries Analysis has prepared this article
was responsible for the world trend and Latin overall world catches to decline during based on the quantity of fish and shell-
American sections. Other contributors included: the car
Milan Kravanja (Soviet and Eastern European ly 1970's. The predictions, how- fish harvested. Some of the conclusions
tions), Pal Niemeier (Asian, Oceanian, Japanese, ever, that the world catch had reached based on catch trends would be radically
and Chinese sections), William Folsom and its maximum potential of conventional different if the value of the catch was
Michelle Miller (Western Euopean section),
Melissa Zajk (Canadian section), and Ste;Wye species proved erroneous. The expected calculated. The Branch, however, has
shire (African section). It is based on preliminary leveling off did not materialize, and the decided to deal only with the quantities
FAO data available in mid 1987. Morecent FAD world catch has expanded continuously involved.
estimates suggest that the 1986 catch may have hit
nearly 91.5 million tons. since 1977. This decision is based on several fac-
2For the purpose of this study, the Branch had The average annual increase during tors. First, the collection and assessment
adopted the widely accepted FAO statistical con- the 1980's was 3.3 percent. The catch of value data is a much more difficult
ventions. Catch data is attributed to the flag of the
fishing vessels harvesting the fish and not by the since the 1982-83 El Niho has been well undertaking, and would require a re-
national coastal zone in which it was harvested- above that average level, suggesting that search effort that cannot at this time be
Thus, Soviet catches off the coast of Angola a
considered Soviet and not Angolan c tch he the expansion of the world catch has not justified. Second, value data includes
primary source used for these statistics is the FAO, yet begun to level off. The increases many nonfishery components such as
which in turn relies on each individual country since 1982 have come mostly from prices, interest rates, and exchange

as the se na to focus this er on wasecent ctch developing countries, and have been rates. As a result, such a study would
developments and to limit the amount of statistical achieved even though many countries, often show fluctuations because of a
data assessed. As appropriate, the authors have especially in Latin America, have had number of economic factors other than
loner-term trends, to scale back government-financed fish- developments in the fishing industry.
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Major FAO fishing areas.

ft&

Ta"tl 2.-Worid flaheres catch, by principal Table 3.-Wold flaheute catch by meor .ape,
fihIng areas, 161-6. 1915-6.

Catch (10' cach (10' t) nX
NE Atlantic FAO t) I

127% fishIng 19 SpecIes 1915 1906 PercentageRegton araa 1966 1966 Percentage
NW PacleP Alaska pollock 6.1 6.6 7 fic

28.0% SE PacIfic Northwest PacIfIc 61 23.8 24.1 27 Peruvian anchovy 1.0 5.1 6
11A% Northeast Atlantic 27 10.9 10.8 12 Japanese sardine 4.7 4.6' 6Southeast Pacific 87 9.7 11.9 13 South American sardine 5.8 4.3 5

Asia, Inland 04 7.1 7,1 a CapelIn 2.3 2.2 2 ieT
As Ia W. cent. PacIfic 71 0.2 6.5 7 Atlantic cod 1.9 1.9 2Others 27.7 29.2 33 Chilean Jack mackerel 2.1 1.6 27.9% - - - Chub mackerel 1.6 1.6 2 PCTotal 64.9' 809.6 100 Atlantic herring 1.4 1.4 2 crnW.Cnrlother 57.6 87.0W. Cen'hal P ic. hs world 1965 catch figure has been updated by FAO - Ch7.% to 85.5 million t (Table 1). The updated fgure, however, was Totals 84.9V 80.6

Miler not used here as the revised breakdown by FAO area was
32.% not yet avallable- :'Estiraed

'This catch figure, published in te FAO "Yearbook of
Flaharlee Statlatce" 196, has been updated by theFigure 2.-World fisheries catch by FAO to 66.5 million t (ra 1) The updated

fishing area, 1985. however, was not used hare as the rvised breakdown
by FAO species woup was not yet available.

fish and shellfish from these two areas g7c
during 1985, over 40 percent of the birFor these and other reasons the authors world total and over 45 percent of total Whave decided to focus this discussion marine catch (Ible 2)3. Both areas GTprimarily on catch trends. Readers have large continental shelves support- mark, Iceland, and Canada) are located grCshould, however, be aware of the limita- ing important fishery stocks, but their in the two regions. The third major fish- rin.tions of the data and conclusions pre- domination of world fisheries is also due ing area is the Southeast Pacific (FAO grcsented in this report. to the fact that most of the major devel- area 87), where coastal upwelling sup- per
oped fishing countries (Japan, the ports the massive fisheries for small Ab
U.S.S.R., China, the United States, pelagics off of Chile and Peru. catThe world fisheries catch comes from South Korea (ROK), Norway, Den- crethree main geographic areas (Fig. 2). -Species of sh

The two most important areas are 'The 1986 catch by arma was not available when Only about eight species are caught cethis article was written, but the basic pattern islocated in the northern hemisphere: the unlikely to change significantly. The FAO data on in quantities exceeding 1.0 million tons maiNorthwest Pacific, FAO area 61, and the which this article is based is catch data recorded annually (Table 3). The world's single cenNorth Atlantic, FAQ area 27 (see map). by the flag of the vessel which caught it and canN ' differ substantially fronm the area wher it is largest fishery in terms of quantity is 161Fishermen took about 34.6 million t of eventually landed. Alaska pollock, Theragra chalcogram- T
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Table 4.-WOud catch by major FAO species group, 1960-4. Table 5.-World catch Increase of major speds growps,
199045.

FA0 Catch (10' i)
sP-d" FAO Changes 1960105

Name group no. 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19B6' species

Small pelagic$ 36 15.5 17.0 17.9 17.6 19.7 21.2 Name group Amt. (1 t) percent

Coda 32 10.8 10.7 11.0 11.2 12.3 12.4 &TaN pelagics 35 5.7 45
Jacksmullets 34 7.3 8.0 7.8 8.0 8.5 8.0 Other (unspecified) 3.0 23
Misc. freshwater? 13 5.2 5.5 5.7 e 2 6.5 7.2 Misc. freshwater 13 2.0 16
Redfishes 33 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.0 5.5 5.3 Cods 32 1.6 12
Mackerelisnoeks 37 4.6 4.0 3.8 3.7 4.3 3.7 Jacksmullets 34 0.7 5
Tunas 36 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.2 Tunes 36 0.6 5
Shrimp 45 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 Shrimps 45 0.2 2
others, combined 19.0 20.0 20.7 20.9 21.4 22.0 Iledflshns 33 -0.1 -1

---- '- - -- - - Mackerolstanooke 37 -0.9 -7
Tota? 72.1 74.8 76.8 77.3 63.1' 84.9 89.6 - -

Total 12.8 1
'Species group data not aviable.
'Does not include other freshwater species groups: Carps (group 11). tilaplas (12), and
sturgeons (21); the combined total of thee three groups in 1985 was 1.3 miliion t.
'Totals may not agree due to rounding.
'These world 1984 and 1986 catch totals have been updated to 63.4 million t and 85.5
million t. respectively In Table 6, but ae not to be used here as the revised breakdown
by FAO species group was not available.

taken in 1985 was South American sar-
dine, but its catch of 5.8 million t was
only 27 percent of the 21.2 million t of
small pelagics taken worldwide. Various
small pelagic species react differently to

ma, and reported catches of that species gics is significant because the expansion climatic changes. Thus, while Peruvian
totaled 6.6 million t in 1986. Most of the of these fisheries means that the increase anchovy declined after the 1972 El Nio,
fisheries for these important species of the world catch has not resulted in a stocks of sardine and mackerel in-
were little changed in 1986. The only corresponding increase in the produc- creased. Thus, when stocks are more
major shift was a massive increase in the tion of edible commodities. A large por- diversified, fluctuations of one species
Peruvian anchovy fishery. Fishermen tion of the small pelagic catch is reduced may, to some extent, be offset by
from Peru and Chile reported a 1986 to fishmeal, used principally for animal countervailing fluctuations of other
catch of 5.1 million t, more than a 400 feed4 . Catches of all major species species.
percent increase from the 1.0 million t groups used for edible products have
reported in 1985. been increasing at very low rates or have Developed and

North Pacific pollock fishermen re- actually declined (Table 5)5. It should Developing Countries
ported the only other significant in- also be noted that small pelagic fisheries A major shift occurred in the harvest
crease (+0.5 million t). Peruvian and are subject to sharp annual fluctuations. of world fishery resources during the
Chilean fishermen reported the largest Overall fluctuations may be less likely 1980's. Developing countries replaced
declines, in the sardine (-1.5 million t) in the 1980's as fishing effort is now developed countries as the principal
and jack mackerel (-0.3 million t) divided over a number of different world harvesters of fishery stocks (Fig.
fisheries. stocks. In the early 19)'s, small pelagic 3)6. The developed countries have tra-

The world catch is composed primar- fisheries were centered on a single ditionally dominated world fisheries. In
ily of three species groups: Small pela- species, the Peruvian anchovy. The 1980, developed countries reported a
gics, cods, and jacks, which had a com- catch of Peruvian anchovy in 1970 was catch of 38.4 million t, or 53 percent of
bined catch of over 40 percent of the 13.1 million t, 60 percent of the world the world total (lbble 6). Since 1980, the
world catch for all species in 1985 small pelagic catch of 21.4 million t. Ob- developed countries have reported only
(Thble 4). The single most important viously, significant changes in that stock a modest catch increase of 12 percent
group is small pelagics (anchovies, her- had a major impact on the total world to 42.9 million t in 1986. The combined
rings, sardines, etc.) and catches of that catch of small pelagic species. Catches effect of overfishing in the coastal waters

0 group totaled 21.2 million t, nearly 25 are now more widely diversified over of developed countries (primarily in the
3- percent of the world total for all species. several different stocks in different North Atlantic and North Pacific) and

About half of the increase in the world areas. The most important small pelagic the increasing restrictions, placed by
catch since 1980 has resulted from in- developing countries on distant-water
creased catches of these small pelagic 'Eventually, of course, most of the animals are fishermen have limited the recent catch
species (Table 5). Other important in- slaughtered for human consumption. so even fish -

it creases were reported for various other meal production does increase food production. 'The FAO's definition of developed and develop-
s d eThe increase of try and livestock produced, ing countries is used. The FAO breakdown isis marine fish and shellfish (up 23 per- however, will only be a fraction of the amount of detailed in bble A-5 of the 1985 "Yearbook of

te cent), miscellaneous freshwater fish (up fish used to produce the fishmeal. Fishery Statistics." Data submitted by some devel-
sCods arm the only major species group used oping countries should be considered roughIs 16 percent), and cods (up 13 percent). primarily for direct human csumption that has estimates as they are often computed without an

I- The massive increases of small pela- increased more than 5 percent since 1980. extensive data collection system.
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80 OTable 6.-Word fisherde. catch, by type of Table 7.-Cate and hmduaby dMe for milor abigW

2 Devifloplm amney'. 19046. ewulee, IWO.

0 6cech (10' t) catch T,
a 60-Typ of

E Dr Undeor- Country Ant. (10' Q Share' Induy st

Developed japw 11.9 13% PulvMs
20 lo 304 33.8 72.1 U.S.S.R. 11.1 12 staeeed at09191 3.0 35.8 74.9 China 7.3 a Stab leS , ,, ,1062 39.4 37.4 70.8 Chile 5.6 a PrIVI1111980 1981 1982 198 1984 1985 1986 1963 404 36.9 77.3 Peru 5.3 6 MIad Cc1964 42.7 40.7 63.4

IN 19 43.6 65 Undestw 4.9 5 Pulg eFigure 3.-Fisheies catch by type of 9 4.7 *. K 3.1 3 PIVIN fe
country, 1980-86 Inde 2.6 3 Prkvoe

'Developed and devloping countries are Indoneela 2.5 3 PhdVe
Identified in Table A5 of the 1965 edition of Thabland 2.1 2 PrW111p
the FAO "Yeetook of Fishery Stafletica.' PC

Norway 1.9 2 Prdvdh C(
Philppines 1.9 2 Plow uDenmark 1.8 2 Preincreases of the developed countries. Korea dPRK) 1.7 2 Sim ig

Developing countries, on the other 'CCrnd 1 2 PrW% cr
hand, achieved a catch of 46.7 million 2,800 fishing vessels totaling 3.7 million Canada 1.s 2 Pries cc
t by 1986, or 52 percent of the world gross tons. The Japanese, on the other . Pe
total. The 1986 catch of the developing hand, exceeded the Soviet catch with a Total 19.6
countries was nearly 40 percent over much smaller fleet, about 2,700 vessels 'Percentage of the total world .ch
1980 levels. (From 1967 to 1971 the total totaling only 0.9 million gross tons. thy
catch of the developing countries in- Precise data are not available on the sp
creased sharply because of massive profitability of the Soviet fishing in- or.
catches of Peruvian anchovy.) The dustry, but it is widely believed that the Tale s.-World faherle catch of m. . crt
steadily expanding catch of Chile an4 real cost of the fish produced by the ""n" " y.

Peru and the rapidly expanding fisheries Soviets could not be justified by market- su
of several developing Asian countries based prices. (An accurate comparison T* e mt er"
account for most of the increase. Many of the two countries would require a podeveloping countries, however, have not much more detailed assessment in- Staea oned 20.1 - th
participated in this expansion. Few cluding differences in fleet deployment, Mixed 5.3 a fec
African countries, for example, have in- target species, operating costs, markets To 67.0 100 gr
creased their catch since 1980, even served, and many other factors.) 4)
though fish is a critical component of The predominant pattern for fishing deten Table arwe oonmpuLfd itbe. ov.
the diet in many of them. industries is private companies. Of the T"""o"nt "'"'r"" "p""W"5 ca!

Type of Industry 16 leading countries in 1986, HI with t ir
over 60 percent of the world catch had

The economic organization of the basically privately owned industries im
major fishing countries varies sharply (Tables 7, 8). Three countries with 30 eve
(Table 7). The two leading countries are percent of the catch had state-owned in- debris, especially "persistent" plastic for
classic examples of private (Japan) and dustries. Only one major fishing coun- materials, is causing increasing mortal- fis
state-owned (Soviet Union) fishing in- try (Peru) had a mixed fisheries econ- ities of several marine mammals, sea suh
dustries. Japan's fishing industry is the omy with ownership by both private and turtles, birds, and other marine life. En- tri
most modern in the world, efficiently state-owned companies. vironmentalists, however, have not yet PC
providing food and jobs to Japan as well compiled conclusive evidence to sub- als
as tax revenues to the Government. In Pollution stantiate their concerns regarding dam- be
recent years, however, the Government Environmentalists warn that increas- age to the major marine fish stocks such fisi
has increasingly funded programs to ing levels of pollution may adversely af- as Alaska pollock, capelin, Japanese or cor
assist Japanese fishermen adjusting to fect fisheries production. The United Na- Chilean sardine (FAO refers to some coL
the ever tightening restrictions on tions Environmental Program (UNEP) sardines as pilchards), or others as a the
distant-water fishing. The Soviet fishing has attempted to address the oceanic result of marine pollution. col
industry, only slightly less productive pollution problem through its Regional The world fisheries catch has ex- prc
than the Japanese, is markedly less Seas Program, but most observers con- panded during the 1970's and 1980's hes
efficient. tinue to report rising levels of pollution despite increasing levels of pollution. In- sa7

A rough estimate of the relative effi- in the world's oceans. Some small fish- creases have been reported even in Act
ciencies of the two countries can be ob- eries have been impaired, especially heavily polluted areas. For example, the arr
tained by comparing their fleets. The freshwater fisheries and estuarine- Mediterranean is probably the FAO area saf
Soviets, in 1986, reported a fleet of dependent coastal fisheries. Marine most heavily polluted, but catches there mai
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increased from 16 million t in 1980 to TaW O.-WorM flai..s. catch by region., 18o6.
1.9 million t in 1985. Some observers catch (10' t Percent
warn that pollution is affecting fish
stocks, but the impact, if any, has so far Region 1960 1981 1962 1983 1964 195 Ia ,960.
been masked by other factors. Fish stock Asia 30.1 31.5 32.3 34.0 36.0 36.7 38.2 27Latin America 9.6 10.3 11.4 9.2 12.0 13.6 15.6 62abundance has apparently been affected Europe 12.5 12.5 12.2 12.6 12.9 12.6 12.3 -2
less Profoundly by Pollution than the U.S.S.R. 9.5 9.6 10.0 9.8 10.6 10.5 11.1 17

NorthJ America 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 8.2 6.3 6.6 29combined effects of increasing fishing Africa 4.1 4.3 4.1 4.4 4.1 4.1 4.2 2
effbrt and climatic variations. The ef- Mikde East 0:* 0. 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 25

0018" . 1 0. 08 0.6 0.6 0.6 20fects of these two variables may be --- - ----- -- -- - - .. --
masking the more limited impact of TotWi 72.1 74.9 76.8 77.3 63.4 85.5 69.6 24
pollution on important marine stocks. 'TOtaW may not agree because of rounding.
Considerable caution should be used in
using global catch statistics to assess the
impact of pollution. Most of the in-
creased fisheries catch since 1980 has Geographic Regions TaWe O S fWo hrthis atincrese,190-6.
come from a small number of small The world fisheries catch is domi- Percent Percent
pelagic stocks (Thble 5). A thorough ex- nated r by fisheries (be d9)e- eo06e(
amination of the pollution problem fishdrisAsian fisher s (32 ble 9). Rmilon (1 Aegion 6 U.SR. 1

would have to assess possible impact on Asian fishermen caught 3&.2 million t Latin America 82 UMS..R. 17thuld hveto ases posbe iratonl of fish and shellfish in 1986, nearly 40 North America 29 Africa 2temuch larger number of traditional Asa27 Europe -2
species for which catches ham ince percent of the total world catch (Fig. 4). MIddle Eat 2 -

The most rapidly growing area, how- Oceania 20 Word average 24only marginally despite substantially in ever, is Latin America, and catches in
creased fishing effort (Table 5). eion Aseia, in the i

While scientists have yet to prove that that region, especially in the P 8cific,
substantial declines in catches of majr have grown over 60 percent since 1980
satial secies ibn catchesd aor (Ihble 9a), primarily because of steadilymarine species have been caused by increasing catches of small pelagic spe-pollution, there is mounting evidence cies by Chile, Peru, and Ecuador. Majorthat some marine stocks are being af- developments in each of the importantfected. While the catch of cods as a world fishing regions are given below.
group has increased since 1980 (Table dssRvEurope
4), scientists are increasingly concerned Asia 12.4% E3.7%
over Atlantic cod (iTble 3). Atlantic cod Asian countries dominate the world North America Latin America
catches have declined from 2.2 million fishing industry, accounting fbr over 40 7.4%

tin198tonly 1e r mslin t int 19 percent of the total world catch in 1986 OtherPollution does result in the contan- (Table 9). The Asian catch increased by 6.5%
ination of some fishery resources. How- 4 percent over the 1985 catch and hasever, concerns over product safety ae increased by over 25 percent since 1980.for the most part limited to freshwater One of the most significant develop-fish and marine or near-coastal species ments in Asia during the 1980's has been 42.6%subject to incidental exposure to indus- the steady increase of important aqua- Figure 4.-World fisheries catch byPCB's and pesticides. It should be noted culture industries. At first, farmers in region, 1986; total for 1986 was 89.6
also that many of the species likely to developing countries targeted low-valued million t.
be affected are caught by recreational
fishermen and may not be of major rThe Branch has chosen to assess fishery catchcommercial importance. Individual developments by continent because of intere species for local consumption, but manycountries vary in the extent to which national developments. Such an analysis, however, spes reas touption of higy

is not a good way of organizing biological trends, others increased the poduction of high-they are alert to these problems. Some especially for regions such as Asia and Latin valued species for luxury markets. Thecountries provide effective consumer Ameicamost spectacular development has beeneissuance of public oceans. An assessnent by ocean region could pro-protection through the vide useful insights, but for the purposes of this the massive expansion of the pond-health advisories and, if judged neces- study this subject has been addressed only brief- shrimp industry. The Branch estimatessary, by closure of selected fisheries. ly. Note also that the following data is calculated thatAtn by l ure for selected ftiheris on the basis of the flag of the fishing vessel, and that Asian shrimp farmers harvestedAction levels for specific contaminants not where the fish was caught. In some regions, about 260,000 t of shrimp in 1986, near-are set with the added insurance of large especially Africa, the regional catch total would ly a 400 percent increase from thesafety factors, usually several orders of be much higher if the catch of the distant-water t harvested as recently as 1982.agnty de factors, usually severalordersof countries operating off Africa was added to the Te l hr i d ar mnt csun9 r2.magnitude. regional total. The leading shrimp farming countries
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87 percent of the 1986 regional catch. industry has also continued to grow
Tha end All of these countries, except for Thai- steadily.qr land and the Philippines, reported catch India's catch of 2.8 million t hasOthers India increases in 1986. The fishing industry changed little since 1984, with most of

7.3% plays a much more important economic the marine catch coming from heavily
ROK role in these countries than is the case exploited inshore waters. The Indian
8.1% for the United States or European coun- Government has been trying to promote

tries. In Japan, for example, about half a deep-sea fishery since 1968, but has
of the animal protein consumed is de- had only limited success. Indonesia re-
rived from marine organisms. ported a 1986 catch of 2.5 million t, an

China Asian countries reported several major increase of 9 percent over the 1985
19.1% developments in 1986. Japan harvested catch. Indonesia, like India, depends on

Japan a near record 11.9 million t and reported artisanal fishermen using traditional
31a increased aquaculture production and methods for most of its catch. The 1986

Figure 5.-Asian fisheries catch by offshore catches, especially of sardines. increase was primarily due to the grad-
country, 1986; total for 1986 was 3.2 China reported steady growth in all sec- ual mechanization of the Indonesia fleet,
million t. tors of the fishing industry. The 7.9 extending its range to more distant

million t catch increased 7 percent and coastal fishing grounds. Government of-
included impressive increases in marine ficials believe that the country can sig-
and freshwater fisheries and aquacul- nificantly expand the fisheries catch toare China, Taiwan, Indonesia, the ture. Chinese Government officials are as much as 8 million tons.Philippines, and India. projecting a catch of 9 million t by 1990, Thailand and the Philippines both ex-Japan is the single most important primarily as the result of increased perienced slight declines in 1986. ThaiAsian fishing country, but the region's aquaculture production. The ROK 1986 grounds are heavily fished and Thaicatch is divided among seven other catch totaled 3.1 million t, an impressive fishermen are having increasing dif- Amajor countries: China, South Korea 15 percent increase over 1985 results. ficulty maintaining their fisheries off(ROK), India, Indonesia, Thailand, the Much of the ROK increase was due to other countries. Filipino fishermen havePhilippines, and North Korea (DPRK) the country's expanding U.S. joint ven- some of the same problems and may be(Fig. 5). Eight of the world's 16 lead- ture fishery and entry into the squid feeling the effect of using such destruc-ing fishing countries are Asian (Table fisheries of the North Pacific and South- tive fishing practices as using dynamite e7). These eight countries accounted for west Atlantic. The country's aquaculture and cyanide. Much of the decline in the

Filipino catch is being offset by the du.
steady growth in the country's aquacul-

The Taiwanese Fishing Industry tire industry. -
Taiwan's 1986 fisheries catch totaled exports. Japan was by far the largest Latin America 19

a record 1,095,000 t, nearly a 6 percent purchaser of Taiwan's fishery products, Latin American countries report theincrease over the 1985 catch of 1,038,000 followed by the United States, Austra- world's second most important fisheriest. The value of the 1986 catch increased lia, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong, Italy, and catch, representing nearly 20 percent of c_even more (by over 18 percent) to almost the Federal Republic of Germany. The the world total. Over 80 percent of the$2 billion. The deep-sea fisheries catch, American Institute in Taiwan has pre- Latin American catch is taken in theover 45 percent of the total, was nearly pared a 28-page report on Taiwan's fish- Pacific. Catches totaled 15.6 million t in M500,000 t. Inshore, coastal, and aqua- ing industry in 1986-87 containing a 1986, a 15 percent increase over the 13.6cultural production totaled 276,000 t, general outline and sections on the fish- million t taken in 1985. The 15.5 million55,000 t, and 266,000 t, respectively. eries catch, fleet, processing capability, t total does not include the more thanTaiwan exported 265,000 t of seafood development plans, trade, and inter- 1.0 million t taken by distant-water coun-in 1986, valued at $1.2 billion, an in- national agreements. The report also in- tries (primarily the U.S.S.R., Poland,crease of 19 percent by quantity and 43 cludes a brief section describing oppor- and Japan) off various Latin American abpercent by value over 1985 exports. (The tunities for U.S. exporters of fishery countries (primarily Argentina, Chile, blarge increase in value reflects, in part, products and equipment. U.S. com- and Peru). Latin American catches in-the fact that the new Taiwan dollar ap- panies can obtain a copy of this report creased in 1986 to a level approaching lopreciated by 13 percent against the U.S. for $12.95 plus a $3.00 handling fee the record regional catch levels taken aredollar in 1986.) Shrimp, eel, and tuna (personal check or money order) by before the collapse of the Peruvian an- Scontinued to be the three major fishery ordering report number PB88-209002/ chovy fishery in 1972. ery
export commodities, comprising a com- GBA from the National Technical Infor- Two countries, Peru and Chile, domi- ni
bined 43 percent by quantity and 76 per- mation Service, U.S. Department of nate Latin American fisheries (Fig. 6).cent by value of total 1986 fishery Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161. Chile is the leading country with a catch
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reported record results in its pond northern Peru. Preliminary reports sug-

Peru shrimp industry which allowed it to be- gested that the 1987 catch of several
Mexico.2% come the second most important source countries might have been significantly

ily 8.2% of shrinmp imported by the United States. affected.
ian Ecuador Many observers believe that Ecuador

Ecuador may replace Mexico as the major source Europe
of U.S. imported shrimp in 1987. European fishermen caught 12.3

Argentina achieved encouraging re- million t of fish and shellfish in 1986,re- sults because of a strengthening inter- making Western Europe the third mostan Other national market for groundfish, the important fishing area in the world.)85 country's principal fishery, but fisher- European catches, unlike those of manyon men reported a declining shrimp catch. other regions, have remained stable dur-nal Chile Argentine companies complained of in- ing the past 7 years, ranging from a low)86352 ra
35.2% creasing competition with the foreign of 12.2 million t in 1982 to a high of 12.9

ad Fcompanies operating off the Falkiands. million t in 1984. The major fishing

ant catch by country, 1986; total for 1986 The British announced in 1986 that they countries are the Scandinavian countries
of- was 15.6 million t. planned to begin managing fishery re- and Spain (Fig. 7).

sources off the Faildands. Chilean farm-
ers have begun to harvest salmon; while Eastern Europei to harvests are still small, some observers Eastern European countries harvested

totaling 5.6 million t in 1986, followed believe it could develop into an impor- almost 1.4 million t of fish and shell-
by Peru with a catch of 5.3 million tons. tant new fishery. Peru reported a sharp fish in 1986, or over 35 percent moreThe two countries combined accounted drop in its new scallop fishery, but than in 1970 when the total catchhal for 70 percent of the regional total. Panama reported an increase. At the end amounted to only 1.0 million tons (TbbleH& Almost all of the Latin American 1986 of 1986, several Eastern Pacific coun- 10). The most important country isOff increase was the result of increased har- tries began to report a mild El Nifto Poland, which harvested 0.6 million t,Ave vests by these two countries. Over 90 event, but it apparently had little impact nearly half of the total for the entirebe percent of the Chilean and Peruvian on year-end results. The event was region. The Poles consume about 17 kg
catch is sardine, anchovy, jack mack- centered in waters off Ecuador and per capita of fishery products annually,ite erel, and horse mackerel which is re-

the duced to fishmeal. Peru reported sub-
the stantially increased anchovy catches in
ul- 1986. Anchovy was the mainstay of the Peruvian Fisheries, 1986-87

Peruvian fishing industry during the Peru's 1986 fisheries catch totaled 5.5 sumption of fishery products by creating
1960's and early 1970's, but had declined million t, a 34 percent increase over the a state-owned fishing fleet (FLOPESCA)

the to negligible levels in 1985. The Chilean 1985 catch, mostly generated by a 300 and negotiating joint venture agreements
increase was also due to increased an- percent increase in the anchovy catch. with distantwater-fishing countries. Thechovy catches, as the sardine and jack The catch of other major species de- U.S. Embassy in Lima has prepared anOf mackerel declined. Other important clined. Fishery exports in 1986 were 18-page report reviewing the status ofthe fishing countries in the region include: 780,000 t, an increase of 13 percent, the Peruvian fishing industry in 1986the Mexico (1.3 million t), Ecuador (1.0 mostly because of increased fish meal and 1987. The report covers the 1986million t), Brazil (0.9 million t), and production. Fish meal exports accounted fisheries catch, impact of the fishing in-3.6 Argentina (0.4 million tons). for about 8 percent ($200 million) of dustry on the economy, state-ownedon A few species dominate the Latin Peru's total 1986 export earnings. The companies, domestic consumption, mod-
American catch. Latin American coun- Peruvian Government, in early 1987, ernization of the fleet, fishmeal produc-in- tries primarily harvested massive quan- initiated a Fisheries Reactivation Fund tion, new initiatives (shrimp and scal-id, tities of the reduction species mentioned aimed at rebuilding the fleet and up- lops), joint ventures (Cuba and the
above. Fishermen also conduct smaller grading the equipment of the artisanal U.S.S.R.), 1987 projections, and impli-le, fisheries, but in some cases more valu- fishermen. The Fund will be financed cations for U.S. exporters. The reportin- able ones, for hake, tuna, shrimp, and by a 5 percent tax on the fishmeal ex- includes statistical tables, with data avail-
lobster. A wide variety of other species ports earnings of the private companies. able up to June 1987. U.S. companies.en are caught in smaller quantities. The Government plans to increase can obtain a copy of the report "Peru:

tn Several countries reported major fish- nontraditional exports, including frozen Annual Fisheries Report, 1986-87" for
ery developments in 1986. Mexico sig- shrimp and scallops, by making credit $12.95 and a $3.00 handling fee (total
nificantly expanded its tuna industry, available and improving the management $15.95, personal checks or money orders
and now operates one of the world's of these resources. The Peruvian Gov- only) by ordering report PB88-205422/:ch most modern tuna fisheries. Ecuador ernment is also promoting domestic con- GBA from NTIS, Springfield, VA 22161.
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the highest in Eastern Europe. Most of The Poles currently conduct a major mania, whose catch has more than sthe Polish catch is taken by the coun- fishery for squid and southern blue doubled since 1975. Yugoslavia and Al- gtry's distant-water fleet which extended whiting off the Falklands. bania, unlike the other Eastern Euro-its operations in the southern Atlantic. Bulgaria, East Germany (GDR), and pean countries with marine coasts, fish
Romania also obtain most of their fish- primarily in coastal Adriatic waters.
eries catch from distant-water opera- Both countries report only small n
tions. Most of the Eastern European catches. The isolationist tendency of
catches peaked in 1975 before the exten- Albania has discouraged the develop- F
tion of 2 0 0 -mile zones by many coastal ment of a fishing industry. Landlocked ai
countries. The major exception is Ro- Hungary and Czechoslavakia harvest a er

Iceland
13.0% Denmark

10.61X Table 10.-Eastern European ftharles odob, 19704.6.
United Kingdom Norway Catch (0'Q P Consta"Pton C7.3% Country IWA7 1975 ow 1 19 (6) caPIa b

4.9% Poland 469.3 600.7 640.6 6e.5 645.2 37.2 17.3Rmonfuia 56.6 136.6 173.6 237.6 271.1 22.7 11.9 C;E. Gennany (GOR) 321.6 376.2 235.3 197.7 206.9 16.7 12.5
Sulgara 96.6 156.1 126.4 1002 109.2 9.0 12.1 01
Yugola 46.2 66.6 58.4 75.0 77.6 23.1 3.4 F,Others Hungary 26.0 30.8 33.7 36.9 36.1 10.6 3.434.1% Czechoslovalda 13.4 16.9 16.0 19.8 20.7 15.5 1.3 C.A "ania 4.0' 4.0' 4.0' 4.0' 4.0' 3.1 1.3Figure 7.-European fisheries catch - - - --- --

by country, 1986; total for 1986 was Total 1,034.9 1,579.9 1,2N6.0 1,364.7 1,372.8 137.9 10.0 yt12.3 million t. sEstmatod

th
toFRG SEAFOOD billion compared with $0.6 billion in frozen seafood increased by 10 percent,

MARKET, 1986 1985. Imports of fishery products from while sales of smoked, dried, or salted
the United States amounted to only $8 seafood rose by 4 percent. Of the totalThe demand for fishery products in million in 1986. On the other hand, the fishery market, whole fresh fish repre- inthe Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) United States imported $75 million sent over half of sales. Particularly im- Schas increased from $1.0 billion in 1985 worth of fishery products from the FRG portant species are whiting, pollock,

to $1.5 billion in 1986, and could exceed in 1986. The U.S. Consulate General in cod, hake, and sardines. Traditional 10$2.0 billion by by 1990. German per Hamburg has prepared a 9-page report methods of marketing fish in France docapita consumption of fishery products reviewing the market for fishery prod- (fishmongers, open markets) have givenrose from 11.8 kg in 1985 to 13.2 kg in ucts in the FRG. The report includes way to dominance by large supermar-1986 because of greater consumption of statistical tables of landings, trade, and kets. During 1984, supermarkets han- Nfrozen fish by private households, in- consumption, and lists of trade fairs, dIed more than one-fourth of all thestitutions, and "fast-food" restaurants. trade associations, and trade publica- whole fresh fish sold in France and 37In 1986, frozen fish outsold fresh fish tions. U.S. companies can obtain a copy percent of the fresh fillets. brfor the first time. Purchases of frozen of "The Federal Republic of Germany's Despite steadily decreasing inflation safish products, particularly frozen fish Seafood Market, 1986" for $9.95 and in France since 1982, the average retail ccsticks and fish fillets, are expected to a $3.00 handling fee (total of $12.95, price for fish has increased more than ascontinue and to contribute to growth in personal checks or money orders only) 18 percent from 1984 to 1985, due to tothe German fish consumption. by ordering report PB88-114582/GBA higher transportation and storage costs. N.Landings by the FRG fleet during from NTIS, Springfield, VA 22161. The U.S. Embassy in Paris has prepared so1986 decreased to 201,000 t from a 9-page report reviewing the French PC
229,000 t in 1985. Fishery landings are Fish Consumption market for fishery products during Uexpected to decline to 185,00 t by 1 G99 1984, including data on sales, pricing,due to the reduction of the fleet, which Grows in France and distribution of seafood. U.S. com- firnow consists of 7 fresh fish trawlers and French consumption of fresh, frozen, panies can obtain a copy of "The French C7
5 stern factory trawlers. As a result, im- and otherwise processed fish and shell- Fishing Industry, 1984" for $9.95 and Prports will continue to supply most of the fish during 1984 increased to some a $3.00 handling fee (total $12.95, per- 15.rapidly increasing German demand for 680,000 t, or 11 kg per household. This sonal checks or money orders only) by infishery products. Fish and seafood im- 4 percent increase continues an upward ordering report PB88-114640/GBA from tioports in 1987 are expected to reach $1.1 trend observed since 1979. Sales of NTIS, Springfield, VA 22161. sal
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in small catch from inland waters and Table 1I.-The U.S.S.R. fisherlee catch, 15

growing fish culture operations. 12
-a Chang'

h %sterm Eurvpe 9ac;h Year (1,000 t; Tonnage P.enteg. 2
s. Increases in catches have taken place 1976 10,121 157 1.6 6
ll mostly in Iceland, the Netherlands, and 1977 9,35 -770 -7.6
f Ireland, while decreasing in Norway, the -97 9,049 49 _._ __

Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, 19W 96478 427 4.7 07-J
t 1981 9.50 ~70 0.7 16 87 27 67 08 46d and Portugal. The decline in the West- 1982 9,957 411 4.3

a er European catch was caused by over- 1983 9,757 411 -0.2 Figure &-Soviet Union fisheriesaenErpacacwacasdbovr 1984 10.593 Sm~ 8.6 catch 1965-86.fishing, stricter enforcement of regula- IN85 10,523 70 -0.1
tions in the heavily fished European 198 11.100 567 5-4
waters, and the loss of traditional dis- 10-Year change +979 +9.7
tant-water fishing grounds. Of particular 'Change from previous years. In 1,000 t andconcern to many European nations has " 8). In the years that followed, manybeen the decline in popular species such coastal fishing countries severely litedas Atlantic cod, saithe, and haddock (the United States and Canada) or pro-catches in the North Sea. The discovery hibited (the EC) Soviet fishing opera-of rich squid fishing grounds off the tions. Soviet fishermen developed aFalkland Islands has helped maintain fishermen and then sold over-the-side to reputation for ruthless exploitation ofcatch levels for the Spanish fleet, which the Soviets. These joint venture pur- fishery resources and many coastalhas been particularly hard-hit in recent chases provided the Soviets an addition- countries extended their coastal juris-years. The European Community (EC) al 223,000 t in 1986.) The Soviet Union diction to 200 miles to protect theiris actively seeking new fishery agree- has invested massively in developing its coastal resources from Soviet and otherments with developing nations around high-seas fisheries for both economic distant-water fishermen. As a result, thethe world which will permit EC vessels and strategic reasons. Soviet fisheries catch decreased by overto continue fishing. From a relatively small catch of about 11 percent during 1977-78 and did not
US.S.R. 1 million t in the 1920's, Soviet fisher- reach the 10 million t level again untilf. men expanded their operations into all 1984 (Table 11).

The U.S.S.R. is the world's second of the world's oceans and harvested over The Soviets were much slower thanmost important fishing country. The 11 million t of fishery products in 1986 the Japanese in countering the limitingSoviets reported a 1986 catch of 11.1 (Table 11). The Soviets first reached the effects of extended jurisdiction by con-million t, a 6 percent increase from the 10 million t harvest in 1975, before most cluding joint-venture and fisheries-10.5 million t reported in 1985. (This major coastal countries extended their assistance agreements. Their state-does not include the fish taken by U.S. fisheries jurisdiction to 200 miles (Fig. owned company, Sovrybflot, though ad-

Norwegian Salmon ExportS that favorable temperatures have stimu- The high-protein, shrimplike krill
lated growth, and that the major disease can, according to Norwegian sources,7 Norwegian fish farmers seem set to problems appear to be under control. be eaten plain, ground into forcemeat,break all previous records in farmed Demand in the markets is high, with or served as krill "sticks." It can alsosalmon exports. Total exports for 1988 France retaining its first place as recip- be used as a coloring matter for othercould well outstrip last year's figures by ient of Norway's farm salmon. foods such as trout, salmon, and saus-as much as US$166 million, according ages. Furthermore, krill oil, rich into the Norwegian Information Service, Norwegians Target polyunsaturates, could be useful to theNorinform. Production and exports have Antarctic's Krit pharmaceutical industry, as a possiblesoared so far this year, and the final ex- rival to cod liver oil, Norinform reports.port figure for 1988 will be between Three Norwegian firms are planning About 200-250 tons of krill per day isUS$500 and 590 million. to harvest the bountiful supplies of krill believed a realistic target and the Nor-First quarter sales figures showed a in the Antarctic to sell to the United wegians believe that there will be nofirst-hand turnover of US$107 million, States, Great Britain, and Japan, accord- danger of depleting the enormous re-compared with US$67 million last year. ing to the Norwegian Information Serv- sources for "many yeas" However,Production in the same quarter was ice. Millions of dollars will be invested they also warn that if the supplies of15,625 tons, against 11,720 million tons in projects which are scheduled to be krill, the main food of seabirds andin the same period last year. Informa- under way as early as autumn 1988, whales, were to be threatened, the en-tion officer Odd Ustad in the central when giant factory ships will move tire ecological balance of the oceanssales organisation for fish farmers says south to start the fishing. could be disrupted.
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ministered by capable and experienced South b.y12.-4.6.. e fla" g.rs., , eisemanagers, was saddled with numerous America 1970-Ur i i ee., 157,.
regulations and bureaucratic inefficien- Oth.i 1337% Afrca FO
cies that are so prevalent in Soviet op- Coastal .r0n8 aea 1970 1975 196 1s Cerations with foreign companies. This (Europe) .
may change now that former Minister 114% Inland hI"nd wae's 7 US5 044 763 906
of Fisheries (V. M. Kamentsev) was ap- 8ack SS 37 303 350 391 Us
pointed by General Secretary Gorba-
chev to become not only a member of Northwet 21 612 1,167 106 133 Cthe Soviet Council of Ministers, but also W ' C1ntrl 31 1s ,

E.Cn 34 613 1,166 942 70wIChairman of the Federal Foreign Eco- E trl 41 421 S 26 71nomic Commission. In this latter capa- tsouthhal 4 42 421 W a
city, Kamentsev will oversee and deter- Sub- 499 6= 6,031 4,100 -
mine the policy of joint ventures with Coastal (Asian)
foreign countries and companies. 52.4% e.tern 5137

One important trend in Soviet fisher- Figure 9.-Soviet Union fisheries Eastern 57 1 ncthbara, 198; loal for 1985wa -aies since 1980 has been an increasing 10.5 million t. S'l37 33 reliance on coastal waters. Soviet Pi Qcatches in coastal waters (FAO areas 18, Normest 61 1.44 2,719 3,198 5,462
Nr~ 67 748 573 59 11 927, and 61) totaled 6.7 million t in 1985, W. 'Ct r 1 110

30 percent increase over the 5.1 mil- coastal countries. The Soviet fishery in E. uhet 11 40 70 6lion t reported in 1980. All of the in- that area is now limited to the Barents sutuall 9 -2 024crease has occurred along the Soviet Sea and international waters between Subea 216 33 3, 1 6,174
Pacific coast as catches along the Iceland and the Svalbard Islands. Wor- 21f r11t
heavily fished Atlantic and Barents Sea ried by a tottering resource base and the ane 4 424 1secoast have declined and catches along Soviet penchant for relentless overfish- "d Oea" 103its northern Arctic coast are negligible. ing, the EC has permitted no Soviet - -The Soviets have also shifted their fish- fishing since extending their coastal Subtotod 527 216
ing industry from the Atlantic to the zone to 200 miles in 1977. Grand toW 7.209 9,900 9.476 10=23Pacific (Fig. 9). Soviet fishery harvests In the Western Central Atlantic (FAO sw 4 'Yerbok of Fiy ser 4
(by FAO fishing area) have changed area 31), the Soviet catch has always : f
greatly during the last decade. In 1975, been small and proved such an econom-the Soviet Atlantic catch (5.0 million t) ic burden that they abandoned it in 1977. Ofwas more than twice the Pacific catch The Soviets, however, retain a vessel(2.2 million t). By 1985, this relation- repair and transshipment operation in ian ports and then primarily shipped by ciship had totally changed and the Soviet Havana, Cuba. In the Eastern Central rail to population centers in the western kePacific catch, at 6.2 million t was 50 Atlantic (FAQ area 34), the Soviets con- part of the country where it is marketed depercent larger than the Atlantic catch of duct one of their most important distant- to Ryba and other retail stores. Few af4.1 million t (Table 12). water operations aided by bilateral other Pacific grounds are important to 19The Soviet Atlantic catch has de- agreements with several African coun- Soviet fishermen, except for the South-creased in all regions, except the South- tries and by fishing in the coastal waters east Pacific where the Soviets fish out-east Atlantic (FAQ area 47) off Namibia of several countries with which they side the 200-mile zones of Peru andand Angola where the Soviets operate have no such agreements. Few African Chile. Efforts to gain access to coastal ccunder the International Commission for countries have effective surveillance and waterg'failed when the Allende Govern- CaSoutheast Atlantic Fisheries (ICSEAF) enforcement capabilities. ment fell in Chile during 1973 and when Atregulations. In the Northwest Atlantic In the Pacific, the largest Soviet fish- the Peruvians refused to renew joint fli,(FAO area 21), the Soviet catch has de- ery has historically been conducted off venture agreements in 1985. an

clined over 1.0 million t between 1975 their own coasts and the adjacent waters In the Antarctic, the Soviets have at-and 1985 as the United States and Can- of the Bering Sea and Northwest Pacific tempted to initiate a krill fishery, andada extended their fisheries jurisdiction (FAO area 61). The catch in this area has catches reached a record 0.5 million t lieto 200 miles and severely reduced dis- doubled during the past 10 years, but it in 1982. The operation, however, proved 1.:tant-water fishing. In the Northeast remains greatly, and possibly danger- difficult and costly, and Soviets had dif- aAtlantic (FAO area 27) the Soviet catch ously, dependent on a single species, the ficulty marketing krill products. Catcheshas declined another 1.2 million t Alaska pollock. The Soviet pollock declined sharply in 1983 and in 1985because of declining stocks and the catch, amounting to 3.3 million t in totaled only 0.2 million tons. The di
fishing regulations enforced by the 1985, or 30 percent of the entire Soviet Soviets announced in late 1987 some
European Community (EC) and several catch in that year. It is landed in Siber- technical innovations which they believe th
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will make it easier to process krill. If Canada Morocco
successful, these innovations may justify Other 22.7% 14.3% South Africa

-- an increase in Antarctic fishing effort in 3.0% Tanzan1a 6.7%
coming years. ' 7.1%

ft In the Black Sea and inland waters, 3m--7 Ghana
A the Soviet fishery has stagnated. The ..- 7.1%

Soviet Union has the potential to be- Nigeria
13 come a major producer of cultured fish, 7.1%

yet inland fisheries and cultured produc-
tion have actually declined in recent

71years. 
Senegal
7.1% Others

North America 40.5%

The North American catch totaled 6.6 United States
32742

million tin 1986, a 5 percent increase 74.2%
1 over the 6.3 million reported in 1985. Figure 10 -North American fisheries Figure 1.-African fisheries catch,D or the . .millond Ctdin1 catch, 1986; total for 1986 was 6.6 1986; total for 1986 was 4.2 million t.33Data on the US. and Canadian fish million t.

42 catch are illustrated in Figure 10. Geo-
II graphically, Mexico is located on the
10N

I North American continent, but for
66 sociological reasons, the Mexican catch cies landed in 1986, by quantity, were catch comprised only 5 percent of the24ha

has been included in the Latin Ameri- Atlantic cod (457,000 t), Atlantic her- world total, down 6 percent from 1980.can totals. ring (177,000 t), various flatfishes The decline is a result of expanded fish-
88 United States (85,000 t), redfish (75,000 t), and cape- eries in other areas, while African fish-
2t lin (65,000 t). The top mollusk and crus- eries have experienoed little growth.

The U.S. fish catch hit 4.9 million t tacean species, by quantity, were scal- African catch data, however, do not in-
16 in 1986, a 2 percent increase from the lops (56,000 t), snow crab (42,000 t), clude the extensive distant-water catch

4.8 million t reported in 19858. While and lobster (35,000 t). of the Soviet Union and other countries
- the overall catch increase was not large, The International Court of Justice de- off the continent. The distant-waterus specific fisheries exhibited some sharp cision to award the disputed rich fish- catch in 1985 totaled about 2.8 million

fluctuations. Catches of Alaska pollock, ing grounds off Georges Bank to Canada t, which comprises about one-third of
shrimp, and crab increased, but catches (prior to this decision, both the United the total catch taken from African
of other important species such as men- States and Canada were allowed to fish waters.
haden, Pacific salmon, and cod de- in the contested area off of Georges Seven countries (South Africa, Mor-y clined. A variety of resource and mar- Bank), strict enforcement measures on occo, Tanzania, Ghana, Nigeria, Sene-

11 f keting problems caused most of the fishing by domestic and foreign fleets gal, and Uganda) comprised nearly 60
declines. The salmon catch declined in Canadian waters, and rigid manage- percent of the 1986 African catch (Fig.
after records set in previous years, but ment plans imposed on the stocks, have 11). South Africa and Morocco are the0 w 1986 was still above normal. helped to increase Canadian catches in two most important countries, and theyI- recent years, although many stocks re- accounted for about 25 percent of the

d C main depressed. Despite lower catches, African total, with 1986 catches of 0.7Canada's fisheries catch is slowly re- the value of Canadian fishery landings million t and 0.6 million t, respective-
covering, following a period of decline has helped produce record incomes for ly. In 1985, Cape hake accounted forcaused by heavy fishing off Canada's Canadian fishermen, thanks to the about 25 percent and anchovy about 40n Atlantic coast. During 1986, Canadian strong demand for fishery products in percent of the South African catch;it fishermen caught 1.4 million t of fish the United States and on world markets. presumably, the composition of the 1986and shellfish, an increase of 16 percent In 1986, the Canadian catch was valued catch is similar. In 1986, the sardineover the 1.2 million t caught in 1980. at almost C$ billion. fishery supplied over 40 percent of thed Canada's most important fishing grounds Moroccan catch, with mackerel ac-t lie off the Atlantic coast, contributing Africa counting for nearly 20 percent. The re-d 1.2 million t, or two-thirds of the total The African fisheries catch has fluc- maining five countries each had 1986catch. Top groundfish and pelagic spe- tuated between 4.1 and 4.4 million t catches in excess of 0.2 million tons

5 since 1980. The 1986 catch was 4.2 each. South Africa's catch was stable,5The preliminary U.S. catch dat reported by FAO million t, up slightly from the figure increasing by only 1 percent in 1986.dam~ fromn "Fsheries ofthe Unted Stat 198 reported in 1985. African countries Morocco's 1986 catch increased 25 per-e prirl'fly because FAO calcuhates the five weightof mollusks while the United States calcm only report a very small part of the world cent, primarily because because its lead-
the weight of the edible meats. fisheries catch. In 1986, the African ing fishery for sardines increased an
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impressive 50 percent, according to two major fishing countries are New their own coastal waters and have alsostatistics supplied by Morocco's Institute Zealand (0.3 million t) and Australia had to adjust to restrictions on their
Scientifique des Peches Maritimes. (0.2 million t). New Zealand fishermen distant-water grounds by many coastal t
Middle Exist have reported steady growth since the countries. The large increases reported

early 1970's and achieved a new record by Peru and Chile were primarily dueMiddle Eastern fishermen reported a catch in 1986. Much of the recent in- to a resurgence of the anchovy stock. Ccatch of only about I million t in 1986. crease has come from expanding fishing While most of the principal fishing
The small Middle Eastern catch is prob- effort to offshore fisheries and by care- countries have reported catch increases Cably a combination of limited resources ful management of the heavily fished in 1986, a few countries have reported rand lack of interest in developing the coastal resources. Australian fishermen declines: Norway (-10 percent), Icelandavailable resources. While small by reported catch declines in 1985 and (-6 percent), and Thailand (-5 per- Iworld standards, the 1986 Middle East 1986. New management measures en- cent). The Norwegian trend in particu-catch represented an increase of 25 per- acted to prow heavily fished stocks ac- lar continues a trend begun in 197&cent over the 0.8 million t taken in 1980. count for much of the decline. Major fishery developments in Japan,Most of that increase occurred by 1982 China, Chile, and Peru follow (U.S.S.Rr
and since then the catch has been stable Major Countries developments were reported in a pre. rat about the I million t level. The lead- World fisheries are dominated by 16 vious section). t
ing country in the region is Tbrkey, with major countries which accounted for 75 Japan is the world's leading fishing aa 1986 catch of 0.6 million tons. The percent of the catch in 1986 (Table 7). nation, harvesting over 11.9 million t inTurkish catch has increased by nearly The two leading countries were Japan 1986(12.6 million t according to prelim- L35 percent from the 0.4 million t re- (11.9 million t) and the Soviet Union inary Japanese Government statistics), e
ported in 1980. European anchovy and (11.1 million t). Other leading countries 13 percent of the world's catch. Thehorse mackerel made up about 70 per- included China (7.3 million t), Chile (5.6 1986 catch is nearly a 4 percent increase scent of the catch in 1985. million t), Peru (5.3 million t), and the over the 1985 catch of 11.5 million t and g
Oceania United States (4.9 million t). All have is second only to Japan's all-time record treported catch increases since 1980. The catch of 12 million t in 1984. Japan'sFishermen in Oceania reported a Soviet and Japanese increases are in- catch has remained relatively stable a
catch of about 0.6 million t in 1986. The teresting as both countries heavily fish since 1983, averaging about 11.7 million 0

t annually. p
Increasing enforcement of foreign

200-mile exclusive economic zones has ft
Iceland's Fish Catch exports in 1986, while the continued kept Japan's distant-water catch fluc-
Steady, Value Climbs growth in Icelandic sales to the United tuating around 2.1 million t since 1979,

Kingdom makes it Iceland's most im- with little possibility for growth. This pIceland's fisheries catch reached 1.7 portant market. The U.S. Embassy in factor has forced Japan to reevaluate its ST
million t in 1986, slightly less than Ice- Reykjavik has prepared an li-page fishing strategy and to begin to fully s
land's record 1985 catch. The value of report reviewing Iceland's fisheries in develop its offshore and coastal re- Ic
the catch increased from $312 to $458 1986. The report includes sections on sources, take a renewed look at aqua-
million. The cod catch again proved Iceland's fish, catch, the debate over culture, and seek new fishing agree- at
plentiful (366,000 t vs. 323,000 t) and fresh versus frozen fish sales, the growth ments with other countries. Althoughthe shrimp harvest rose by 44 percent of the United Kingdom market, foreign coastal production remained stable in fi
from 25,000 t to 36,000 t, while the fishing in Icelandic waters, and the out- 1986, marine culture and offshore fish- fl
capelin catch (used mostly for reduc- look for 1997. The report also includes eries grew by 9 percent and 5 percent, th
tion) declined from 993,000 t to 895,000 statistical tables on Iceland's fish catch respectively. Sardines accounted for the ect. Large catches, high world prices, low and how it is utilized, exports of fish- largest increase in Japan's 1986 catch. filoil pnces, and a relatively low rate of ery products by destination, exports by Japanese fishermen caught about 4.5 N
inflation made 1986 a prosperous year product form, exports to the United million t, 9 percent more than in 1985. afor the Icelandic fishing industry. The States, and Iceland's fishing fleet and Sardine harvests in the waters off east- in
debate over the pros and cons of fresh number of fishermen. U.S. companies em Hokkaido and northern Honshu M
fish sales to Western Europe continued can obtain a copy of "Iceland's Fish- (both in the Sea of Japan and the Pacific) yt
as representatives of the freezing indus- eries, 1986" for $9.95 and a $3.00 han- increased significantly in 1986. Other c.
try expressed concerns over declining dling fee (total of $12.95, personal important species were Alaska pollock se
supplies of raw materials to meet de- checks or money orders only) by order- (1.4 million t), and Spanish mackerel of
mand for processed fishery products, ing report PB88-114566/GBA from (955,000 t); skipjack tuna registered the Cmostly in the United States. NTIS, Springfield, Virginia 22161. (The largest percentage increase in 1986, up fis

The U.S. market declined to 25 per- handling fee is per order, regardless of 34 percent to 420,000 t. rejcent of the value of total Icelandic fish how many reports are ordered.) China is the third largest fishing mc
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also nation in the world, behind the Soviet 1980 price levels in constant dollars. neries reported substantially improvedheir Union, with a catch of over 7.3 million While the large fish meal companies results for 1986. The Government gaveistal tons in 1986. The Chinese reported reported good results, Chilean fisher- special priority to efforts aimed at in-rted steady growth in all sectors of its fish- men reported declining catches in creasing the catch of edible fish to in-due ing industry in 1986. The marine fish- several traditionally important fisheries crease supplies to the domestic market.ck. eries catch increased by 12 percent, to (shrimp, sea snails, sea urchins, langos- An agreement was signed with Cuba toiing 3.9 million t. Principal marine species tinos, and several other valuable shell- permit Cuban distant-water trawlers tocaught were croaker, hairtail, filefishes, fish) in 1986. Other fishermen reported operate in Peruvian waters and landmackerel, and shrimp. Equally spec- several promising developments in 1986, their catch in Peru. The Governmentand tacular growth was recorded by the including expanded harvests of cultured also provided funding so that the state>er- freshwater fishery sector (+12 percent salmon, small-scale surimi production, food fish company, the Empresa Publicacu- to 530,000 tons), marine aquaculture increased krill landings, and expanded de Servicios Pesqueros (EPSEP), could)7& (+12 percent to 797,000 t), and fresh- landings of high quality fresh fish for acquire its own fishing fleet. Evenan, water aquaculture (+24 percent to 2.9 the export market. though catches increased sharply, sever-.. illion t). Although China is a relative Peru was the fifth leading fishing al long-standing problems plagued the)re- newcomer to high-seas fishing, its dis- country in 1986 with a catch of 5.3 industry in 1986, including labor strife,tant-water fleet has grown from about million t. Peruvian fishermen reported unused canning capacity, the inability toing a dozen vessels fishing off West Africa a massive 25 percent increase over their reach an agreement with the Soviets ontin in 1985 to over 30 fishing in the eco- 1985 catch. The increase was primar- joint ventures, high interest rates, low- nomic zones of seven countries by the ily due to the resurgence of anchovy fish meal prices, and a sharp decline inend of 1986. stocks. Fishermen in northern Peru scallop catches.'he Despite this development, the progno- were affected by the 1986-87 El Niuoas sis is not overly optimistic for continued beginning in late 1986. Fishermen along Aquaculture
id growth of China's marine fisheries sec- the central and southern coast did not While some have predicted that aqua->rd tor. China's 1987 marine fisheries catch begin to report catch declines, however, culture, sometimes referred to as then's was expected to remain about the same until mid-1987. (It is not known to what "blue revolution," would rapidly replace:>le as the 1986 catch. Chinese Government extent the declining 1987 catches in Peru wild capture fisheries (which many ex-on officials have predicted that fisheries and Chile were due to El Nbio or other pected to decline), this has not provenproduction would reach 9 million t by factors such as overfishing.) While the to be the case. Capture fisheries have1990, with most of the increase coming El Niio was affecting 1987 catches, not declined, nor has aquaculture begunas from aquaculture. The breakthrough is most of Peru's reduction plants and can- to account for more than a small shareic- expected to come in marine farming,
79, f with an estimated growth rate of over 11
,is percent per year. Major cultured marine Atlantic Canada's Aquaculture Industryits species will include giant sea perch,ly shrimp, abalone, clams, mussels, scal- Atlantic Canada's 33 commercially facilities and the severity of CanadianT- lops, sea cucumbers, and kelp. The viable fish farms produced 1,800 t of winters are factors that need to be ex-a- main species used in freshwater culture mussels, 500 t of salmon, and 110 t of amined before Atlantic Canada's aqua-e- are carp and tilapia. trout in 1986. The leading province in culture industry can meet its full poten-h hile is the fourth most important Atlantic Canada's aquaculture industry tial. The U.S. Consulate General ini fishing country with a 1986 catch of 5.6 is Nova Scotia (11 farms), followed by Halifax has prepared a 9-page reporth- million t. The fishing industry has been New Brunswick (9 farms), Prince Ed- reviewing Atlantic Canadas aquacultureit, the fastest growing sector of the Chilean ward Island (6-8 farms), and Newfound- industry. The report includes sectionse economy over the past 10 years. Of- land (5 farms). In 1986, these aquacul- on the scope of the industry, aquacul-ficials were relieved that the 1986-87 El ture facilities generated about C$9 ture legislation, funding programs..5 Niio did not adversely affect the 1986 million and it is projected that this public opposition, technical problems.5. catch, but were concerned about declin- amount could be increased 30 times in and comments. The report also includest- ing catches in 1987. Catches of the two 10 years. list of Federal and provincial legislationmost important species over the past few Many Canadian fish farmers are short in the field of aquaculture. U.S. com-) years (sardines and jack mackerel) de- on working capital and technical knowl- panies can obtain a copy of "Atlanticrined in 1986, but were more than off- edge. Provincial governments have Canada's Aquaculture Industry, 1986"k set by increased anchovy catches. Most limited themselves to providing techni- for $9.95 and a $3.00 handling fee (totalof the catch is reduced to fish meal, and cal aid, but not funding. Future expan- of $12.95, personal checks or moneye Chile has become the world's leading sion of aquaculture facilities is expected orders only) by ordering report PB88-
p fish meal exporter. Most companies are to be opposed by homeowners living 114574/GBA from NTIS, Springfield,reporting good results, even though fish near potential aquaculture sites. The VA 22161. (The handling fee is perg meal prices were substantially below region has limited access to processing order.)
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of the world's fisheries production. The Foreign Fisheries Analysis estimates culture tilapia, carp, mullet, and various
combined total of cultured production that fish farmers harvested about 70,000 other species. Some of these projects
and freshwater fisheries was only 8.4 t of salmon and 310,000 t of shrimp in have resulted in increases of edible com-
million t in 1985, about 10 percent of the 1986. While small in quantitative terms, modities. Increases in carp and tilapiaworld total 9. For the foreseeable future, these are particularly valuable species catches and Asian catches of a wide
fishermen will be able to catch most and many observers believe that produc- variety of freshwater species suggest that e:
species in larger quantities and more tion will increase far beyond current aquaculture is gradually increasing the c.cheaply than fish farmers will be able levels. Other fish farmers have reported production of edible fish in developingto culture them. Fish farmers have, how- success with catfish, trout, mullet, oys- countries, although statistical data sep- pever, reported some successes. The ters, and mussels. Experimental work arating aquaculture and freshwater fish- f(
greatest commercial successes have is currently underway on a wide range eries is not readily available.
come from efforts to culture high value of other species. In some cases, how-
species for luxury food markets. Efforts ever, fish farmers will not increase the
to culture salmon and shrimp have been total world supply of food. Many fish Ptential
particularly noteworthy. The Branch of farmers, for example, use low-value fish The world potential fish catch of edi-

to feed the species which they are ble species has been debated for. some A
'Precise data on cultured harvests are not readily culturing. The operation is profitable, years. One widely accepted-although
available, but the Branch believes ta a rough but may not result in a net increase of not undisputed-estimate in the world
folowing catch trends in nad areas mored by edible commodities. Several developing fisheries community, is that the world aFAO. countries have pursued projects to catch will continue to increase until w

about the year 2000 when it could total B
100-120 million t of conventional spe- q

The Latin American Shrimp Culture Industry cies, a figure that many experts believe A
is the approximate maximum world f(Latin America is a leading world pro- servers are unsure, however, about the yield. These estimates may have to be tcducer of cultured shrimp. Shrimp farm- impact of rising world production on the revised. If current trends continue, the cters in the region harvested over 50,000 international shrimp market. If substan- 100 million t figure could be reached as eyt of shrimp in 1985, a 40 percent in- tially lower prices result from the in- early as 1990. However, several Latin ficrease over the 37,000 t of shrimp cul- creased production, profit margins American countries have reported e;tured in 1985. Ecuador dominates the could be significantly affected. If so, declining catches in 1987, principally liregion's shrimp culture industry-nearly many farmers may have to adjust their due to El Nifio. Year-end results for the ct85 percent of the Latin American har- production and expansion plans. entire world may be about the same as stvest was produced in that country. The The NMFS Branch of Foreign Fish- or a small decline from 1986 figures. bindustry continues to expand in Ecuador eries Analysis has prepared an 80-page Projections of future fish catches, erand is rapidly growing in several other report reviewing the current status of the however, are tenuous at-best. A wide pTcountries as well. Prospects for the shrimp culture industry in Latin Ameri- variety of factors will affect actual in- edevelopment of important shrimp cul- ca. The report covers: harvest levels, the creases: Fuel prices, interest rates, na- bLture industries are especially good in regional importance, traditional fisher- tional management and development acBrazil and Colombia. ies, quality/size control, species, gov- measures, fish prices, technological b,,Ecuador reported major increases in ernment support, postlarval seedstock, developments, interest rates, and other wpond harvests during 1987. Several other variables (economic, technical, environ- developments. Many biologists current- recountries also reported substantial, if mental, and political), investments, and ly believe that conventional stocks will alless spectacular, 1987 harvests. Based on a separate section on each country. The not support catches significantly beyond Bthese increases and continuing expan- report includes extensive statistical ap- the 120 million t level, itsion of the industry, the NMFS Branch pendices on harvests and exports and is Further increases could, however, thof Foreign Fisheries Analysis conserva- a slightly updated version of the Latin come from species not currently being

tively estimates that the cultured shrimp American section in the U.S. Depart- utilized. If profitable ways of utilizing
harvest in Latin America could reach ment of Commerce's "Aquaculture and Antarctic krill, for example, could be
nearly 115,000 t by 1990. That projec- Capture Fisheries: Impact in U.S. developed, the world catch could ex-
tion is based primarily on one country Seafood Markets," published earlier in pand significantly beyond the 100-120
(Ecuador) and one species (Penaeus 1988. U.S. companies can obtain a copy million t level. Some experts have pro-
vannamei). As more countries enter the of "Latin American Shrimp Culture In- jected that an intensive krill fishery
industry and technical advances enable dustry, 1986-90" for $14.95 and a $3.00 could double or triple the world catch,
farmers to increase yields and perhaps handling fee (total $17.95, personal but more recent assessments have been
use different species of shrimp, it is like- checks or money orders only) by order- more conservative. The 1985 krill catch
ly that production will continue to in- ing report PB88-210745/GBA from was less than 0.2 million tons, mostly
crease during the 1990's. Many ob- NTIS, Springfield, VA 22161. taken by the Soviets who have been
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jous reducing fishing effort in recent years. consumption as most of the animals will Suggestions concerning utilization ofEven within existing catch levels, the be slaughtered for food. The amount of fish currently reduced to fish meal,apia production could be protein available, however, would be in- landing species currently discarded, im-i substantially increased. Production of creased if the fish were consumed proved handling, and other measures tovide edible products from fisheries could be directly instead of being used for fish increase food production are often pre-that expanded by better utilizing existing meal production. Perhaps as much as 10 sented in unrealistic terms. They mustthe catches. About 30 percent of the catch percent of the world catch is lost as a be tempered by economic reality. Pro-"P~ is currently used for reduction fisheries result of poor handling and processing cessors must be able to produce a prod-- producing fish meal and oil. Animal procedures. Many fishermen discard uct that will appeal to consumers at af-feed, of course, is not lost to human large quantities of unwanted fish at sea. fordable prices. (Source: IFR-87/63.)

Argentine Fisheries has prepared a 24-page report review- the market next year, reports Norin-me See Good Growth ing the current status of Argentina's form.ugh fishing industry. The report includes The development of the farm, bud->rld An n fishing companies reported sections on landings, industry perfor- geted at US$670,000, was planned inrld an excellent year in 1986. Higher inter- mance, economic conditions, foreign cooperation with industry in north Nor-ntil national prices and the emergence of fishing, port facilites, fishing fleet, way, and based on the technology usedtal Brazil as a major buyer in the third markets, and production. The report in the offshore sector. The depth ofpe- quarter of 1986 were crucial factors in also includes extensive tables, including water at the farm will be more than 100eve Argentina's improved 1986 export per- data on catch, exports, biomass, max- m, and waves up to 13 m in height have'rld formance. Argentine fishery exports imum sustainable yields, and fleet. been measured at the location. The plantbe totaled $219 million in 1986, an 110 per- There is also a list of Argentine fishery has therefore been dimensioned tothe cent increase over the $104 million associations. U.S. companies can obtain tolerate wave heights up to 22 m. TheItas exported in 1985. Several long-term dif- a copy of "The Argentine Fishing Indus- facilities will comprise 20 enclosuresLtin ultie still plagued the Argentine fish- try, 1986" for $11.95 and a $3.00 han- firmly anchored to the seabed by heavyted ry industry in 1986: An outdated fleet, dling fee (total $14.95, personal checks weights, and totalling 23,000 M 3
, VS.the imited port facilities, outmoded pro- or money orders only) by ordering the normal coastal farm size of 8,000cessing plants, and inefficient infra- report PB88-114475/GBA from NTIS . A anchored the plantas structure, all of which prevented an even Springfield, VA 22161. steer operations.es. better performance. The Argentine Gov- The initiators took advantage of thees, ernment has instituted some assistance fact that the location of the farm is out-

de programs for the fishing industry. Sev- side the 4-mile concession limit. Ai- ack ito svce able to put vessels Open-Sea Salmon Farm spokesman for the Ministry of Fisheriest ackntgo e during 1986 by taking Is Started off Norway has stated that the ministry may consideraladvantage of a new credit line offered changes in legislation so that frms out-bal y the Argentine Development Bank What Norwegian authorities describe side normal 4-mile limits also must
ier which was designed to promote the as the world's first fish farm for salmon comply with regulations. Free access fornt- renovation of the fleet. The Government in the open sea, began operation in late the establishment of fish farms in open

also signed fishery agreements with April to the west of the island of sea conflicts with the intention of thend Bulgaria and the Soviet Union which, VWroy, one of the Lofoten Islands off law, which is to regulate such establish-
it hopes, will result in export sales to north Norway. The small fry have to be ments out of consideration to public in-r, the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. set out in June, and the first artificially terests, says Gunnar H. Gundersen of,ig The U.S. Embassy in Buenos Aires cultivated deep sea salmon should be on the Ministry of Fisheries.
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